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ABSTRACT 
This report, contains documentation of computer program SWM II 
designed for numerical simulation of transient two-dimensional 
flow in a variably saturated porous medium. 
The? program can be used as a tool for detailed analysis of 
flow in the vicinity of various technical objects (e.g.: drains, 
irrigation objects, waste dumps, ...) or for simulation of water 
regime in soils under the natural atmospheric and groundwater 
conditions. The program includes procedures for simulation of 
water uptake by plant roots. 
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REFERENCES 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
The SWM II computer program is based on numerical model 
developed by Shlomo P. Neuman (1973). Some subroutines o-f the 
original program LJNBAT2 (Neuman et. al., 1974) have been adopted 
most of them being more or less altered. The main program has 
been completely rewritten. 
The program SWM II claims to be, in comparison with UNSAT2, 
more readable (which is motivated by the aim to facilitate 
possible future changes and extensions), easier to handle (namely 
because of clear input and output arrangement), and faster in the 
performance relatively to one iteration (unnecessary 
comunicat ions between internal and external memories have been 
avoided). The list of major differences follows: 
1. The restart feature necessary in UNSAT2 for implementation 
of time variable parameters, namely parameters of 
atmospheric boundary conditions and the value of time 
increment, has been done away. Time dependent parameters of 
boundary conditions ^re read by SWM II from separate input 
file at prescribed times. The time increment is 
automatically adjusted by the program. 
2. The root zone, treated in UNSAT2 as a system of vertical 
one-dimensional nodal columns, is in SWM II defined as two-
dimensional region without any restrictions on the shape of 
both the root zone itself and elements of which it is 
set up. The modified version of the method of Feddes et al. 
(1978) is used for the sink term. The method is a 
generalised two-dimensional analogy of the technique 
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introduced in one-dimensional program SWATRE (Feddes et al.» 
1978, Belmans et al., 1983). 
3. Instead o-f providing tables for description of material 
hydraulic characteristics, analytical expressions &r& 
introduced such that only the parameters of these 
expressions ar& needed to describe fully the material 
properties. Additional way of coping with space variability 
of material hydraulic properties is introduced by defining 
three scaling factors associated with moisture content, 
pressure head and hydraulic conductivity. This provides a 
simple tool for generation of variable material properties 
from either deterministic or stochastic space law. 
4. Mass balance and internal f lux data, missing in UNSAT2, ars 
computed at prescribed times. 
5. Well analysis option included in UNSAT2 is not provided. 
Those passages of the documentation of program UNSAT2 
(Neuman, 1974, Davis and Neuman, 1983), which remain valid for 
program SWM II, were adopted in almost unchanged form to provide 
a potential user of SWM II with all necessary information in one 
reference manual. 
1.2. OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM CAPABILITIES 
The program is intended for the analysis of flow in 
unsaturated, partially saturated, or saturated porous media. 
SWM II can handle flow regions delineated by irregular boundaries 
and composed of nonuniform soils having arbitrary degree of local 
1-2 
anisotropy. Flow can occur in the vertical plane, in the 
horizontal plane, or in a three-dimensional region exhibiting 
radial symmetry about. a vertical axis. In addition to 
conventional prescribed head and -flu;: boundaries, the program can 
also deal with boundaries controlled by atmospheric conditions. 
Time variable boundary conditions can be prescribed at specified, 
not necessarily equidistant, times. Water uptake by plants is 
computed in a manner that accounts -for both soil and atmospheric 
condi tions. 
1.3. COMPUTER EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
The program SWM II is intended for use on ATARI ST 1040 
microcomputer. Since the program is written in ANSI standard 
FORTRAN-77, modi fications required to allow execution on other 
computers should be minimal. Computer memory and offline storage 
3ir& functions of problem size (for details see Chapter 4.). 
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2. THEORY 
2.1. GOVERNING EQUATION 
Consider a situation involving two-dimensional isothermal 
Darcian -flow of water in a partially saturated rigid porous 
medium. Assuming that, the role of the air phase is insignificant, 
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where h(;;,z,t) is the pressure head ELD, 6 is the volumetric 
moisture content, K is the hydraulic conductivity CL/T3, S is the 
sink term C1/T3, ;•; and z are spatial coordinates CL3 (z-
caordinate is assumed to be vertically upward), and t is time 
TT3. The hydraulic properties of porous medium are expressed by 
the pair of hydraulic characteristics K(h) and 9(h). The 
derivative dö/dh is refered to as a specific moisture capacity, 
C(h). The hydraulic conductivity is given by: 
K = K(h,-,z) K« , K(h,;:,z) = K«(x,z) K.-<h,;:,z) (2.2) 
where K is the hydraulic conductivity tensor, K,- is the relative 
hydraulic conductivity function (assumed to be direction 
independent), K a is the reference value of saturated hydraulic 
conductivity, and KA is a dimensionless tensor which describes 
conductivity anisotropy relatively to the value of K«. 
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2.2 SINK TERM 
The sink term, S, is the volume of water removed per unit 
time -from a unit volume of soil due to plant transpiration. 
Feddes et al., (1978) de-fined the sink term, S, as: 
S(h) = «(h) S* (2.3) 
where <x(h) is the prescribed dimensionless function of soil water 
pressure head ( « € <0,1> ), and S* is an intensity of the 
potential transpiration demand C1/T3 in the root zone. The assumption 
that the potential transpiration demand is equally distributed 
over the two-dimensional rectangular root zone leads to: 
1 
3* = 1.T T* (2.4) 
where T* is the potential transpiration rate CL/TD, L* is the 
depth CL3 of the root zone, L„ is the width CLD of the root zone, 
and L-r is the length EL] of the soil surface associated with 
transpiration (if Lx=L„ then (2.4) reduces to S*=T*/LX). 
Following generalisation of equation (2.4) can be introduced 
for a non-uniform distribution of potential transpiration demand 
in an irregulary shaped root zone: 
S* = (5(x,z) L T T* (2.5) 
where ß(>;,z) is the normalized distribution function Cl/L3] which 
describes the space variations of the potential extraction 
LT 
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Figure 2.1. Space distribution of transpiration demand in the 
root zone as described by -function ß(x,z) and the 
assumed shape of reduction function «(h). 
intensity, S*, in the root zone. The normalisation procedure is 
de-fined by: 
r 
f}(:;,z) = ß'(:•;, z) / ! fir(;:,z) dfl (2.6) 
J 
where On is the region occupied by the root zone, and ß'(x,z) is 
an arbitrary prescribed distribution function. It is obvious that 
(î(:;,z) normalised by (2.6) -fulfils the following condition: 
r 
! FA'A,z) tin = 1 (2.7) 
J 
and thus for S* the condition holds that: 
i r 
— ! S* dfi = T* (2.8) 
Finally the intensity of actual transpiration demand (2.3) can be 
written in the form: 
S(h,;:,z) = «<h,x,z> ß(x,z) L T T* (2.9) 
and actual transpiration rate is given by: 
1 r r 
T = — ! S dfl « T» I <x(h,x,z) ß(x,z) dfi (2.10) 
L-r J J 
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2.3. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Initial condition 
To solve Eq. 2.1 it is necessary to know the initial 
distribution of pressure head within the flow region si: 
h(;-:,z,0) = h0(>i,z) for <::,z) -S Si (2.11) 
where h a is a prescribed function of ;•: and 2. 
Boundary conditions 
The basic boundary conditions, which describe system-
independent interactions on the boundary of the flow region, Are 
specified pressure head (Dirichlet type) boundary condition: 
h(x,z,t> = y(:;,z,t> for <x,z) £ TD (2.12) 
and specified flu;-; (Neumann type) boundary condition: 
v« v« + v* v» = -y(:;,z,t) for <x,z) € TN (2.13) 
where To and TN Are the appropriate parts of the boundary, y and 
7 Are prescribed functions of :;, z and t, v» and v* Br e 
components of an outward unit vector normal to the boundary TIM, 
v„ and v.: are components of Darcian velocity defined as: 
«=. 3h A 3h A 




 A ^h A 
v» = -K ( K«„ — + K»» — + K««) 
a>; 3z 
In addition to the basic types of boundary conditions, the 
flow region may be bounded by the system-dependent boundary 
conditions for which the a priori specification is not possible. 
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On the boundaries that correspond to soil-air inter-faces and are 
thus exposed to atmospheric conditions, the potential flux is 
controlled by external conditions while the actual -flux depends 
on antecedent soil moisture conditions. On these boundaries, 
conditions may change from prescribed flux to prescribed head 
type. In the absence of surface ponding, the solution is obtained 
by minimizing the absolute value of the flux (while maintaining 
the appropriate sign) subject to the following requirements 
(Neuman et al., 1974): 
! v„ v« + v« v«, î < E* (2. 15) 
and 
h 'S < h« , O > (2. 16) 
where E* is the maximum potential rate of infiltration or 
evaporation under the prevailing atmospheric conditions, h is the 
actual surface pressure head, and h A is the minimum pressure head 
allowed under the prevailing soil conditions (determined from the 
equilibrium conditions between soil water and atmospheric water 
vapor). When either end point in (2.16) is reached, a prescribed 
head boundary conditions is used to calculate the actual surface 
flux. Methods of calculating E* and h« on the basis of 
atmospheric data have been discussed by Feddes et al. (1974). 
Another type of a system-dependent boundary condition that 
is considered is the seepage face. In this case the length of the 
seepage face is unknown a priori. Along a seepage face, water 
leaves the saturated part of the flow region into the atmosphere 
and the pressure head is thus uniformly equal to zero 
(atmospheric). 
2.4. SOIL HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES 
Analytical expressions for soil hydraulic characteristics 
Instead of providing tables that describe the soil hydraulic 
characteristics of each material, analytical expressions are used 
such that only the parameters of these expressions are needed to 
describe fully soil hydraulic characteristics. 
Modified van Genuchten's (1980) closed form approach based 
on capillary model of Mualem (1976) is used to fit experimentally 
determined water retention data and to predict the relative 
hydraulic conductivity (Vogel and Cislerovâ 1988). Both hydraulic 
characteristics are determined by a set of 9 parameters, Ö,-, 0», 
#«, 0m, a, n, Kg, K*, and ©i«: 
8(h) = e. + (em-8.) C l + (-ah)" ]--•» for h < h 0 (2.17) 
0(h) = Bm for h I h 0 
K(h) = KB K.-(e(h)) for h < h„ (2.18) 
K(h) = K„ + (h-h*>(K«-Kk>/(h»-hK> for h € (h„,he) 
K(h) = Ko for h > h» 
where 
8 F(e_)-F(e ) KM 
K,-(6) = ( M'5* C 3* (2.19) 
Ö* F(er-)-F(el.!) K» 
0 - 8 « 
F (6) = C 1 - ( )i'm
 ] m (2.20) 
O«. - e« 
m = I — 1 /n , n > 1 
8 = ( e - e,- ) / ( e 0 - Or- ) 
B,«= (e„ - e_)/(e0 - e,-> 
and where 8- and 6» denote residual and saturated moisture 
content, respectively, K a is the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity. To increase flexibility of used analytical 
expressions and to allow a non-zero air-entry value, hs, 
parameters 0,- and 0a sire replaced by the parameters €»«<©,- and 
Ömlöo in the fitting process. Physical meaning of 6,- and ©0, as 
measurable quantities, is preserved. The measured value of 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, K„<K0 (corresponding to the 
moisture content e„<es) is used instead of K» to obtain the 
desired K(8) from predicted Kr '(€*). To fulfil the original, 
definition of K,-(e>, as K,_(e) = K(e>/K», the expression for 
KrK(Q) is multiplied by K„:/K» which leads to the equation <2. 19) . 
If e„=e,_, em=e>«=ôo, and Kte=Ka then equations (2. 17) - (2.20) 
reduce to the original van Genuchten's model (1980): 
0(h) = 0_ + (08-6,-) C 1 + (-«h)" 3~m for h < 0 (2.21) 
6(h) = eB for h > 0 
K(h) = Ks K^.(6(h)) for h < 0 (2.22) 
K(h) = Ko for h > 0 
where 
K,-(e> = B 1' 2 C 1 - ( 1 - B*'m ) m 3= (2.23) 
Van Genuchten (1980) developed a nonlinear least-squares curve-
fitting procedure to estimate the parameters 8,-, 60, <x, and n 
from measured ©(h)-data. A later version of this model (RETC) 
allows the expressions (2.21) and (2.23) to be fitted 
simultaneously to observed water retention and conductivity data. 
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Scaling Soil Hydraulic Properties 
The purpose of scaling is to simplify the description o-f 
space variation of soil hydraulic properties. It is assumed that 
a set of scale factors, relating the soil hydraulic 
characteristics, 0(h) and K(h), at any location to hydraulic 
characteristics of reference material, can be used to approximate 
the real spatial variability of a given ansa. The technique is 
based on similar media concept introduced by Miller and Miller 
(1956) for porous media which differ only in the scale of their 
internal geometry. The concept was extended by Simmons et al. 
(1979) on materials which differ in morphological properties but 
show 'scale similar-' soil hydraulic characteristics. 
For the purposes of numerical modelling, three scaling 
factors are introduced here. This allows to define the linear 
model of space variability of soil hydraulic properties in the 
form: 
h = «M h* 
K(h) = «K K* (h*) (2.24) 
e(h) ~ er.. + a«, i e*(h*> - er*i 
where <XM, (XK and <x» are mutually independent space variable 
scaling factors, K*(h*) and €>*(h*) are space invariant hydraulic 
characteristics of reference material. 
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3. NUMERICAL APPROACH 
3.1. SPACE AND TIME DISCRETIZATION 
Space discretization 
To obtain a solution to Eq. (2.1) subject to appropriate 
initial and boundary conditions, the Galerkin -finite element 
method with linear basis functions is used. Since the Galerkin 
approximation process is standard and has already been covered 
elsewhere (Neuman, 1975), only the basic assumptions and results 
of the method are repeated here. 
The flow region is divided into network of triangular 
elements. The corners of these elements are taken ho be nodal 
points. The dependent variable, pressure head function h(x,2,t), 
is approximated by a function h'(«,:,t) defined as: 
IM 
h'(x.,z,t> = E <pr,(x,z) hr,(t) (3.1) 
r> — X 
where <£•„ are piecewise linear basis functions satisfying the 
condition <p„ <xm, zm) =6„m, 6„m is Kronecker delta (<5r.m=l if m~n, 
and enm=0 if m#n), h„ are the unknown coefficients which 
represent solution of (2.1) at nodal points, and N is the total 
number of nodal points. 
Py applying Galerkin finite? element procedure, one obtains a 
system of time-dependent ordinary differential equations with 
non-linear coefficients: 
M N dhm 
E A„m + E F ™ = Or, - Br, - Dr, n=l,2,...,N (3.2a) 
„-1 m - l
 d t 
where, for a vertical cross-section described by the coordinates 
x and z: 
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Ar,m = E K C K K « b m b r , + K K « ( c m b n + b B C n ) + K „ c n c m ] ( 3 . 2 b ) 
• 4 A E 
x _ A « 
B „ = E K ( K'M.tar, + K K «Cr , ) ( 3 . 2 c ) 
» A B _ 
F r ) m = E ( 3C + C ) S „m ( 3 . 2 d ) 
E
 12 
Qr, = - ( ?r,Xr, + ?r, Xr, ) < 3 . 2 e ) 
D 0 = E ( 3 S « + Sr, > ( 3 . 2 - f ) 
K 1 <•? 
and where: 
bi = zj - z,« ci = x* - xj 
bj = s», - zt cj = Xi - x h 
b», = Zi - sj e« = xj - xi 
A E = ( c kbj - cjb* >/2 
K = ( Ki + Kj + K k )/3 
C = ( Ct + Cj + C»e )/3 
S = ( B i + Bj + Si„ ) /3 
3? = 1 -for plane -flow 
ae = 2TT x for ax i symmetric flow, x = ( xt + xj + x h >/" 
Xr, = L r , / 2 
* -•. f o r p l a n e f l o w 
Xr, = L „ / 2 
Xr, = Lr, TT(Xr, + 2X
 r , > / 3 
+ . • - • . f o r ax i s y m m e t r i c f l o w 
Xr, = Lr, TT(X„ + 2 X r , ) / 3 
In the above equations, the subscripts 1, j ,and V represent the 
three corners of the triangle element, E, An is the area of 
element E. The values of fc, C, and B mre average hydraulic 
conducti vi t.y, moi sture capac i ty and root zone exracti on i ntensi ty 
over the element E, ?„ and ?„ are velocities CL/TD of -flow across 
the boundary sides of elements connected to boundary node n, Lr, 
and Lr. are lengths of appropriate boundary segments, xn and ;•;„ 
are x-coordinates of boundary nodes contiguous with node n. It is 
assumed that the velocities, ?, are uniform over the boundary 
segments. The components of vector Qr, are zero at all internal 
nodes which do not act as sources or sinks. 
When deriving Equations (3.2), two following important 
assumptions have been used (Neuman, 1973) in addition to those 
involved in Galerkin finite element approach. First, the time 
derivatives of the nodal values of pressure? head in Eq. (3.2) are 
weighted according to: 
dh„ p dh p 
= ( E ! C — <pr, dfi ) / ( I ! C ifn dfi ) (3.3) 
dt <= J dt •= J 
!T4E fie: 
where ffe is the domain of element E. This equivalent, to the so-
called mass-lumping process improves the convergence of the 
method. Second, within each element, E, the anisotropy tensor, 
K«, is assumed to be constant while the hydraulic conductivity 
function, K(h,:;,z), specific moisture capacity, C(h,x,z), and 
root extraction intensity S(h,;;,z), are assumed to vary, at a 
given instant of time, linearly according to: 
3 
K ( ;;, 2 ) = E K (h* , x 4 ,2 i ) <pt (x , z > 
t — j. 
3 
C(x,z> = E C(h 4 ,xt ,z t ) <|u(;<,2) for (;:,z) f. n« (3.4) 
i — * 
3 
S(x,z) = E S (h* ,>:* ,Zi) q>t(x,z) 
X —t 
where i stands for the corners of element E. The advantage of 
this approach is that no numeric integration is needed for 
evaluation of coefficients in Eq. (3.2). 
Time discretization 
Integration of Eq. (3.2) is achieved by discretizing the 
time domain into a sequence of finite intervals and replacing the 
time derivatives by finite differences. An implicit (backward 
difference) scheme is applied for both saturated and unsaturated 
conditions! 
M r n m M » m m 
T. C Ar,m(tj)+ ] hjtj) = E hm(tj-1)+Qr,<tJ)-Br,(tJ)-Dri (tj) 
'"* At j "-'Atj 
n=l,2,...,N (3.5) 
The specific moisture capacity term F n m is evaluated at. half the 
time step using time averaged values of pressure head: 
h„ = C h„(tj) - h„(tj-»> 3/2 (3.6) 
This leads to less oscillations and generally a faster 
convergence. 
3.2. SOLUTION STRATEGY 
Iterative process 
Due to the nonlinear nature of Eq. (3.5), an iterative 
process must be used at each time level to obtain solution of 
(3.5). For each iteration a system of linearised algebraic 
equations is derived from (3.5) and, after incorporation of 
boundary conditions, solved using Gaussian elimination. The 
et >ef f i c: î en t s in f:'i|. (3.5) ar•• e then reeva 1 i.i,jted and the new 
eqi ia ( i on*:-.. ar «•' again solved. Tins proces v.:. is repeated unt.il a 
sat J sfact :ory degree of convergence? is obtained for the time 
level (i.e., until the absolute change in pressure heads between 
two successive iterations becomes less than the given value of 
pressure head tolerance). First estimate (zero iteration) of 
unknown pressure heads at any time level, necessary -for 
evaluation of the coefficients in Eq. (3.5), is obtained using 
•final pressure head values from the previous time level. 
Time control 
Three different time discretisations are introduced: 
I. Time discretisation associated with numerical solution. 
II. Time discretisation associated with specification of 
boundary conditions. 
III. Time discretisation associated with output print of nodal 
point, water balance, and flu;; information. 
The Discretisations II. and III. are mutually independent, with 
generally variable time increments determined via input data. The 
Discretisation I. starts with prescribed initial time increment, 
At. The time increment is then automatically adjusted at each 
time level according to following rules (Mis, 1982): 
1. The Discretisation I. must coincide with Discretizt i oris II. 
and III. 
2. At £ (Atmlr,, Atmm„ ) . 
3. If a number of iterations, necessary at any time level to 
meet convergence criterion, is less than or equal to 3, the 
time increment, At, is increased by multiplying by a chozen 
constant >1 (usually 1.1 - 1.5). If the number of iterations 
is greater than or equal to 7, At is decreased by 
multiplying by another constant <1 (usually 0.3 - 0.9). 
4. If the number of iterations at. any time level becomes 
greater than prescribed maximum number (usually 10 - 20), 
the iterative process is canceled, time increment is set 
equal to At/10, and iterations start again -from the 
beginning. 
Treatment o-f the pressure head boundary condition 
Finite element equations corresponding to nodes at which 
pressure head is prescribed can, in principle, be eliminated -from 
consideration. However, from a programming standpoint it is more 
convenient to replace such equations by the dummy expression 
(Neuman, 1974): 
N 
£ änmhm = hf» (3.7) 
where <5nm is Kronecker delta, h,» is the prescribed value o-f 
pressure head at node n. The values of hri in all other equations 
are set equal to tv and the respective entries of left-hand-side 
matrix a.re added to the right-hand-side vector and replaced by 
zeroes in order to preserve matrix symmetry. After solving for 
all pressure heads, the value of Q„ can be calculated explicitly 
from the original finite element equation for node n. 
Flux boundary condition 
At nodes along prescribed flux boundaries, the values of Qr, 
are computed according to Eq. (3.2e). Internal nodes that act as 
Neumann type sources or sinks have values of On equal to the 
known fluid generation or extraction rate. 
Treatment of atmospheric boundary conditions and seepage faces 
Atmospheric boundaries are simulated by applying either 
prescribed head or prescribed flux boundary conditions depending 
on wlicl her or not F.q. (2'. 15) and <'.'.16) are ' ,.<t i •, ( i ed (Neiirn.ui, 
1974). If Eq. (2.16) is not satisfied, node n becomes a 
'~6 
ftr er:>rr i bed head boundary. If dur ing riny 'stage of the computations 
Ec |. (2.15) is not satisfied, i.e., the calculated flu;; exceeds 
the specified potential flux, the node is assigned a flux equal 
to the potential value and is again treated as a prescribed flux 
boundary. 
All nodes expected to be a part of a seepage face during any 
stage of computations must be identified a priori. During each 
iteration, the saturated part. of potential seepage face is 
treated as a prescribed pressure head boundary with h=0. At the 
samt? time, the unsaturated part is treated as a prescribed flux 
boundary with 0:0. The length of each part is continually 
adjusted (Neuman, 1974) dur ig the iterative process until all 
calculated values of 0 along the saturated part and all 
calculated values of h along the unsaturated part are negative, 
indicating, that water is leaving the porous medium through the 
saturated part of the boundary, and through this part only. 
Water balance computation 
Water balance computations are performed separately for each 
specified subregion of the flow region at prescribed print-times. 
The water balance information for each subregion consists of 
following items. 
1. The actual volume of water in each subregion is given by: 
\! T. it AE:( At + 6j + ek)/3 (3.8) 
K 
where ©± , ©j, and &* are moisture contents evaluated at corner 
nodes of element E. The summation is taken over all elements 
within the subregion. 
2. The actual rate of inflow/outflow to/from the subregion is 
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given by: 
O = E ( V n. w - V o l d )/At (3.9) 
e 
where Vr,.w and V d ö are volumes of water in the subregion 
computed at actual and previous time level, respectively. 
The element velocity computation 
The Darcian velocity components are computed during 
numerical simulation at selected print-times. x- and z-components 
of the velocities ar& calculated for each triangular element or 
subelement according to: 
1 >C X M A 
v„ = -K C ( -rtht + i r j h j + "pkhk ) + KK. 3 
( 3 . 1 0 ) 
1 x m at Ä 
vx = -K C ( T i h i + T j h j + yu-.hu ) + K«. D 
2Ae 
where: 
» A A 
T« = K„„br, + KKKC, 
ae A A 
T" == K„.br« + K«c, 
Treatment of water uptake by plant, roots 
The set of nodes, n, for which the distribution function, 
Rn, discribing the space variation of potential root extraction 
intensity, S*,-,, is greater than zero, is treated as the root 
zone. The root extraction intensity is assumed to vary linearly 
within each element which allows the root extraction term D0 to 
be approximated by Eq. (3.2f). The values of actual root 
extraction intensity Sr, a.re> evaluated using Eq. (2.9). The total 
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rate of transpiration per unit surface araa is given by: 
1 _ 
T - E x AeS (3.11) 
Lx c 
the summation is taken over all elements within the flow region. 
Interpolation technique for material hydraulic properties 
For each defined material an internal table. of hydraulic 
conductivity, K(h), and specific moisture capacity, C(h), are 
generated from a specified set. of material parameters at. the 
beginning of numerical simulation. The values of K% and Ci sure 
evaluated at prescribed pressure heads hi generated within a 
specified interval (hT»b»j hT«bN). The generation is performed so 
that: 
log !h1+i! - log !hti = const. <3.12) 
During any iteration, the values of hydraulic characteristics, 
K(h) and C(h), are computed using interpolation in the tables. If 
^n argument h exceeds prescribed interval (h-r»t>i, h-r«t»i»») , the 
hydraulic characteristics are evaluated directly (without 
interpolât, ion) . The used interpolation technique is about. 3 times 
faster than direct evaluation of material functions in the whole 
range of pressure heads (the amount of saved computing time 
depends on chosen model of material characteristics). 
Implementation of hydraulic conductivity anisotropy 
Since the tensor of hydraulic conductivity anisotropy, Kft, 
is assumed to lie symmetric, it is possible to define at uMiy point 
of porous medium the local system of coordinates for which the 
matrix of tensor K« is diagonal (with zeroes everywhere except of 
diagonal). The diagonal values of KA are then refered to as a 
principal components of tensor KA, and the local coordinate axes 
are told to be put into principal directions of tensor K«. 
In the program, the anisotropy is described such, that the 
orientation of the local principal directions may vary from 
A A 
element to element. The principal components, Kit and K = a, 
toge ther with an angle, u» between principal direction 
A 
associated with Kit and x-axis of global coordinate system, are 
specified for each element. At the start of numerical simulation, 
the transformation of each locally determined tensor Kp, is 
performed to the global system of coordinates, (;;,z>, using the 
transformation rule: 
A A A 
K„ „ = c o s a y K i t + s i n a u K3» 
A A A 
K«. = s i n a u K i t + c o s a u K3S (3 .13) 
A A A 
KKa! = ( K i t - K33) s i n u cosy 
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4. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
4.1. CONSTRUCTION OF FINITE ELEMENT MESH 
The mesh is constructed by dividing the flow region into 
quadrilateral and/or triangular elements the shapes of which are 
defined by the coordinates of the nodes that form their corners. 
The element dimensions should be small parallel to diections 
along which large hydraulic gradients are expected to occur. More 
or less equidimensional elements are recommended to decrease 
numerical error. Quadrilaterals are automatically divided by the 
program into triangles which are then treated as subelements. 
Triangular elements may also be used subject to the following 
restrictions. 
'Transverse lines' (Neuman, 1974) formed by element 
boundaries must transect the mesh along the general direction of 
its shorter dimension. These transverse lines must be continuous 
and non-intersecting, but they need not be straight. The nodes 
are numbered sequentially from 1 to NumNP (total number of nodes) 
proceeding up along each transverse line in the same direction. 
Elements are numbered in a similar manner. The maximum number of 
nodes in any one transverse line, IJ, is used to determine the 
effective size of the finite element matrix (i.e., its band). To 
minimise memory requirements, IJ should be as small as possible. 
No additional restrictions due to the root zone definition 
are necessary. 
To model axisymmetric three-dimensional flow systems, the 
vertical axis must coincide with, or be to the left of, the 
leftmost boundary of the mesh. 
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4.2. CODING MATERIALS AND SUBREGIONS 
Materi als 
An integer code, beginning with 1 and ending with NMAT (the 
total number of materials), is assigned to each material within 
the -flow region. The appropriate material code is then assigned 
to each nodal point N. 
Interior material inter-faces do not coincide with alement 
boundaries. When corner nodes of any one element are assigned 
different material numbers then material properties of this 
element are averaged by finite element algorithm. By that way 
material interfaces are 'softened'. 
L 
For each material a set of parameters of hydrauic 
characteristics must be specified. This set includes saturated 
hydraulic conductivity, saturated moisture content, residual 
moisture content and parameters which determine shape of the 
water retention curve and the relative conductivity function. For 
each element, the principal components of conductivity anisotropy 
tensor must be specified toge .ther with an angle between local 
and global coordinate system. 
An additional way of changing material properties is 
introduced by defining three scaling factors associated with 
moisture content, pressure head and hydraulic conductivity. The 
scaling factors are assigned to each nodal point N in the flow 
region. 
Subreqions 
The water balance is computed separately for specified 
subregions. These subregions may or may not correspond with 
diferent material regions. Similarily to material coding an 
integer code, beginning with 1 and ending with NLay (the total 
number of subrogions), is assigned to each subregion within the 
flow region. The appropriate material code is then assigned to 
each element in the -flow region. 
4.3. CODING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
For each node, N, a boundary code, Kode(N), must be 
provided. If node N is to have a prescribed pressure head 
during a time step (Dirichlet. boundary condition), Kode(N) must 
be set: positive during that time step. If the volumetric rate of 
water entering or leaving the system at node N is prescribed 
during a time step (Neumann boundary condition), Kode(N) must be 
set negative or zero. 
Constant boundary conditions 
The values of constant boundary conditions are specified for 
particular node, N, by initial setting of pressure head, P(N), in 
the case of Dirichlet boundary condition, or initial amount of 
recharge/discharge, Q(N), in the case of Neuman boundary 
condition. The use of the variables K'ode(N), Q(N) and P(N) for 
the various node types is summarized in following table. 
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TABLE 4.1. Initial setting of variables Kode(N), Q(N) and P(N) 
when the constant boundary conditions are applied. 
Node Type Kode(N) Q(N) P(N) 
Internal; not sink/source 0 0.0 Initial Value 
Internal; sink/source 1 0.0 Prescribed 
(Dirichlet condition) 
Internal; sink/source -1 Prescribed Initial Value 
(Neumann condition) 
Impermeable Boundary 0 0.0 Initial Value 
Specified Head Boundary 1 0.0 Prescribed 
Specified Flux Boundary -1 Prescribed Initial Value 
Variable Boundary conditions 
Three kinds of variable boundary conditions can be imposed 
on the system: 
1. 'Atmospheric' boundary condition Kode(N) = ±4 
2. Variable pressure head boundary condition Kode(IM) = +3 
3. Variable -flux boundary condition Kode(N) = -3 
Each of these conditions can be specified for any part of the 
boundary, but it is not possible to specify more then one 
boundary condition of each kind. Initial setting of variables 
Kode(N), Q(N) and P(N) is described in following table. 
TABLE 4.2. Initial setting of variables Kode(N), Q(IM) and P<N) 
when the variable boundary conditions are applied. 
Node Type Kode(N) Q(N) P(N) 
Atmospheric Boundary -4 0.0 Initial Value 
Variable Head Boundary +3 0.0 Initial Value 
Variable Flu;; Boundary -3 0.0 Initial Value 
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When atmospheric boundary condition is specified 
(Kode (N) =±4) , the time sequences of precipitation, Prec, and 
evaporation, rSoi 1 , must be supplied via input -file ATMOSPH. IN. 
The potential surface flu:: is then expressed as rAtm=rSoi1-Prec. 
Actual surface flux is determined by the program. Two limiting 
values of surface pressure head must be also provided: hCritS, 
specifying maximum allowed pressure head at the surface (usually 
0.0), and hCritA, specifying minimum allowed surface pressure 
head (defined from equilibrium conditions between soil water and 
atmospheric vapor). The value of Kode(N) is switched 
automatically by the program from -4 to +4 when either of 
limiting points is reached. The following table summarises the 
use of variables rAtm, hCritS and hCritA during program execution 
(Width(N> denotes the lenght of the boundary segment associated 
wi th node? N) . 
TABLE 4.3. Determination of variables Kode(N), G)(N) and P(N) 



















When variable head or flux boundary condition is specified 
for certain part of the boundary (Kode (IM) = ± 3) , the input file 
ATMOSPH.IN must containe prescribed time sequences of pressure 
head, ht, or flux, rt, to be imposed on this part of boundary. 
The values of ht or rt are assigned to particular nodes in 
specified times according to fallowing table. 
TABLE 4.4. Determination of variables Kode(N), Q(N) and P(N) 
if the variable head or -flux boundary condition 
is applied. 
Node Type Kode(N) Q(N) P(N) 
Variable Head Boundary +3 Unknown ht 
Variable Flux Boundary -3 -Width(N)*rt Unknown 
Water uptake by plant roots 
Within the root zone the rate of water removed from the 
system by plants is calculated by the program via the D-term in 
the finite element equations. Therefore, the value of Kode(N) 
must be set equal to 0 for all nodes in this region. Values of 
potential transpiration, rRoot, must be specified in predefined 
times via input file ATMOSPH.IN. Actual transpiration is 
calculated by the program. The sink term parameters ar& taken 
from separate input file SINK.IN. The values of function Beta(N) 
which describes the space variations of the potential extraction 
intensity must be sapecified for each node in the flow region 
(see description of input Block E in Chapter 5.). The part of the 
flow region for which Beta(N)>0 is then treated as a root zone. 
Bottom Flux - Bottom Head Relationship q(h) 
When the q<h>-relationship is available the special case of 
variable flux boundary condition, (Kode(N) = - 3 ) , can be used. 
This case is indicated by setting the logical variable QGWLF from 
input file ATMOSPH.IN equal to .TRUE. . The value of discharge 
Q(N), which is assigned to to the node N, is determined by the 
program as Q<N)=-Width<N)#q(h) where h is set equal to actual 
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value of pressure head P(N) and q(h) is given by: 
q(h) = -Aqh e;:p< Bqh ih-GWLOL! ) (4.1) 
The parameters of function q(h), Aqh and Bqh, must be also 
specified in the file ATMOSPH.IN togeather with zero groundwater 
level GWLOL (usually equal to z-coordinate of soil surface). 
Seepage faces 
Initial setting of variables Kode(N), Q(N) and P(N) for 
any seepage face node is described in following table. All 
potential seepage faces must be identified before commencing the 
numerical simulation by giving a list of nodes within each 
seepage face (see input Block D) . 
TABLE 4.5. Initial setting of variables Kode (IM), Q(IM) and P(N) 
for seepage faces. 
Node Type Kode(N) Q(N) P(N) 
Seepage Face +2 0.0 0.0 
(initially saturated) 
Seepage Face -2 0.0 Initial Value 
; (initially unsaturated) 
4.4 DETERMINING MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 
The parameter statement (second statement in the program) is 
used to define the problem dimensions. All main arrays are 
dimensioned via adjustable array declarators. This makes it 
passible to change the problem dimensions without rewritting 
declarations and recompiling all program subroutines. Different 
problems can be investigated by changing the problem dimensions 
in the parameter statement of the main program and attaching the 
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previously compiled subroutines prior to execution. The list of 
the problem dimensions de-fined by the parameter statement, 
•follows. 
TABLE 4.6. List of the problem dimensions. 
Di mensi on 
Name 
Descri pti on 
NumNPD Max. number of nodes in finit element mesh. 
NumElD Max. number of elements in finite element mesh. 
MBandD Ma;:, number of nodes in any transverse line + 2. 
NumBPD Ma;:, number of boundary nodes for which Kode<N>*0 
NSeepD Ma;-:, number of seepage faces. 
NumSPD Ma;:, number of nodes in any one seepage face. 
NMatD Max. number of materials. 
NTabD Max. number of items in the table of hydraulic: 
characteristics generated by the program for each 
materi al. 
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5. INPUT DATA 
Input to program SWM II is divided into -four input files. 
Each input file consists of one or more input blacks identified 
by letters from A to I. These? blocks must be arranged as follows: 
SELECTOR.IN 
A. Basic Information 
B. Material Information 
C. Time Information 
D. Seepage Information 
GRID.IN 
E. Nodal Information 
F. Element Information 
6. Boundary Geometric Information 
ATMOSPH.IN 
H. Atmospheric Information 
SINK.IN 
I. Sink Information 
Following Bre tables describing the data required for each input 
block. All data art? read using list-directed formatting (free 
format). To facilitate orientation within each input block the 
comment lines aire supplied. The content of these lines is ignored 
when the program is performed. The comment lines may be left 
blank but not omitted. All input files a.r<s supposed to be placed 
in the folder SWMII.IN. 
All input data must be specified in consistent set of units 
in both length and time. 
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BLOCK A - Basic Information 
Record Type Symbol Description 
1,2 - - Comment lines. 
3 Char Hed Heading. 
4 - - Comment line. 
5 Char LUnit Length unit (e.g. 'cm'). 
5 Char TUnit Time unit (e.g. 'min'). 
6 - - Comment line. 
7 Int Kat Type of flow system being analyzed. 
0 if horizontal plane flow 
1 if axisymmetric flow 
2 if vertical plane flow 
8 - - Comment line. 
9 Int Max It Maximum number of iterations allowed in 
any time step (usually 10 - 20). 
9 Real Tol Maximum desired absolute change CL H in 
the values of pressure head, h, between 
two successive iterations in any time 
step (recommended value is 1 mm). 
10 - - Comment line. 
11 log CheckF Set this logical variable equal to .true. 
if the grid input data arts to be printed 
for checking. 
11 log ShortF .true. if printing of time-level 
information on each time level is to be 
suppressed and the information printed 
only in specified print times, 
.false. if this information is to be 
printed on each time level. 
11 log FluxF .true. if printing of detailed element 
flux information and discharge/recharge 
information is requested. 
11 log AtmlnF .true. if atmospheric control data are 
supplied via input file ATMOSPH.IN . 
.false. if the file ATMOSPH.IN is not 
provided (i.e., in the case, of time 
independent boundary conditions). 
11 log SeepF Set this logical variable equal to .true. 
if any seepage face is defined. 
BLOCK B Material Information 
Record Type Symbol 
1,2 
3 Int NMat 
3 Int NLay 
3 Real hTabl 
Description 
Comment lines. 
Number of materials. The materials are 
identified by material number, MatNum, 
specified in Block E. 
Number of subregions in which the water 
balance is computed separately. The 
subregions are identified by subregion 
number, LayNum, specified in Block F. 
Absolute value of the lower limit 
the pressure head interval in 
internal table 
characteristics is 
material (hTabl must 




generated for each 
be greater than 0.0; 
0.001 cm). 
Real hTabN 
Int NP ar 
Absolute value of the upper limit CL3 of 
the pressure head interval (e.g. 1000 
cm). If abs. value of pressure head is 
out of the interval <htabl,hTabN>, then 
appropriate values of hydraulic 
characteristics ars computed directly 
(without interpolation in the table). 
Number of parameters specified for 
material (i.e., 9 in the case of 































Parameter €»,~ of 
Parameter Bm of 
Parameter €•« of 
Parameter 6 m of 
Parameter a of 
Parameter n of 
Parameter Km of 
Parameter K,< of 






















The same record as above must be provided 
for each material M (from 1 to NMat). 





















Initial time increment At CTD. 
Atmin CT 1 . 
AtmJ.„ CT 3. 
If number of necessary iterations in the 
end of any time step is less than or 
equal to 3 then At is multiplied by 
dimensionless number DMul > 1.0 (usually 
DMul should not exceed 1.3). 
3 Real DMul2 If the number of iterations is greater or 
equal to 7 then At is multiplied by DMul2 
< 1.0 (recommended value is 0.33). 
3 Int MPL Number of specified print-times in which 
detailed pressure head, moisture, flu;;, 
and water balance information is printed. 
4 - - Comment line. 
5 Real TPrint(l) 1st specified print-time CT3. 
5 Real TPrint(2) 1st specified print-time CT3. 
Real TPrint(MPL) Last specified print-time CTD. 
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BLOCK D - Seepage Face Information 
Block D may be omitted i-f logical variable SeepF (Block A) 
is set equal to .-false. . On each seepage face, I, the nodes with 
KODE<N) = ±2 are numbered locally in sequence -from J = l to 
J=NSP(I), starting -from the saturated side of the seepage face. 
Thus, each node on a seepage face is identified by a local 
number, J, and a global number, HP(I,J). 
Record Type Symbol Description 
1,2 - - Comment lines. 
3 Int NSeep Number of seepage faces expected to 
develop. 
4 - Comment line. 
5 Int NSP(1) Number of nodes on the 1st seepage face. 
5 Int NSP(2) Number of nodes on the 2nd seepage face. 
• • m m 
• « M m 
5 Int NSP(NSeep) Number of nodes on the last seepage face. 
6 - - Comment line. 
7 Int KodeS(l) Set this variable equal to -1. 
7 Int. KodeS(2) Set this variable equal to -1. 
7 Int. KodeS (NSeep) Set this variable equal to -1. 
8 - -- Comment line. 
9 Int. NP ( 1, 1 ) Sequential global number (N) of 1st 
node on first seepage face. 
9 Int NP(1,2) Sequential global number (N) of 2nd 
node on first seepage face. 
? Int NP(1,NSP(1)) Sequential global number (N) of last 
node on first seepage face. 
The same record as above must be provided 
for f?ac::h seepage fare. 
BLOCK E - Nodal Information 
Record Type Symbol Description 
1,2 - - Comment lines. 
3 Int NumNP Number of nodal points. 
3 Int NumEl Number o-f elements (quadrilaterals and/or 
tri angles). 
3 Int. IJ Maximum number of nodes in xny transverse 
1 i ne. 
3 Int NumBP Number of boundary nodes for which 
Kode(N) is not equal to 0. 
4 - - Comment line. 
5 Int N =N (nodal point number). 
5 Int Kode(1) Code specifying type of boundary 
condition applying to the nodal point. 
Legal values include 0,±1,±2,±3, and -4 
(see Section 4). 
5 Real X(N) :•:-coordinate CL3 of the nodal point. This 
must be the horizontal coordinate. 
5 Real Z(N) z-coordinate CL1 of the nodal point. This 
must be the vertical coordinate in 
problems involving vertical planar or 
ax i symmetric flow. In the axisymmetric 
case, z must coincide with the vertical 
axis of symmetry. 
5 Real PI(N) Initial value of pressure head CL3 at 
the nodal point. 
5 Real Q(N) Prescribed recharge/discharge CLa/TD at 
the nodal point, negative out of the 
system (in ax i symmetr i c case C!L3/T]). If 
the value of Q(N) is not prescribed set 
Q(N) equal to zero. 
5 Int. MatNum(N) Number of material whose hydraulic 
properties are assigned to the node. 
5 Real Beta(N) Nodal value of the function which 
describes space distribution of potential 
transpiration demand in the root zone. If 
node N i s not inside the root zone set. 
Beta(N) equal to zero. 
5 Real Axz(N) The nodal value of dimensionless scaling 
factor associated with pressure head. 
(for continuation see next page) 
BLOCK E (continued) 
Record Type Symbol Description 
5 Real B>;z (IM) The nodal value of the scaling factor 
associated with hydraulic conductivity. 
5 Real D;;z (IM) The nodal value o-f the scaling -factor 
associated with moisture content. 
In general, one record as that above is 
required -for each nodal point, starting 
with N=l and continuing in sequence up to 
N=NumNP. Some records may be skipped for 
certain nodes subject to the following 
conditions. 
Consider two nodes, Nl and N2, along a transverse line such that 
N2 is greater than IM1 + 1. Then only the data for nodes Nl and IM2 
need be specified provided that all of the following conditions 
are met simultaneously: 
1. All nodes along the transverse line between node Nl and N2 lie 
equal distances apart along a straight line. 
2. The values of PI(N), Beta(N), A;;z(N), B;;z<N>, and Dxz(N) vary 
linearly between node Nl and N2. 
3. The values of Kode(N), Q<N> and MatNum(N) 
for N = Nl,N1+1,...,N2-1 &rf= the same. 
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BLOCK F - Element Information 
Record Type Symbol Description 
1,2 - - Comment lines. 
3 Int E =E (element number) 
3 Int KX(E,1) Global number of corner node i. 
3 Int. KX(E,2> Global number o-f corner node _i. 
3 Int KX(E,3) Global number of corner node k. 
3 Int KX(E,4) Global number of corner node 1. Indexes 
ij J? kj and 1, refer to the corner nodes 
of the element taken in a counter-
clockwise direction. 
<=> 
3 Real Angle (E) Angle in degrees between K n and the :; 
coordinate a;: is assigned to the element. 
3 Real ConAll(E) First principal component, K n , of the 
dimensionless tensor K« which describes 
anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity 
assigned to the element. 
3 Real ConA33<E) Second principal component, K33. 
3 Int LayNum(E) Subregion number assigned to the element. 
In general, one record is required for 
each element, starting with E=l and 
continuing in sequence up to E=IMumEl . 
Some? records may be skipped for certain 
elements subject to the following 
candi tions. 
Consider two elements, El and E2, between two given transverse 
lines such that E2 is greater than El. Then only the data for 
element El need be specified (data for elements El+1 through E2 
may be omitted) provided that all of the following conditions are 
met si multaneously : 
1. All elements between El and E2 are quadrilaterals, including 
El and E2. 
2. All elements, E1,...,E2, are assigned the same values of 
Angle(E), ConÂll(E), ConA33(E), and LayNum(E). 
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BLOCK G - Boundary Geometric Information 
Record Type Symbol Description 
1,2 - •- Comment lines. 
Int KXBCI. ) Global number of 1st o-f the Bet of 
sequentially numbered boundary nodes 
•for which Kode(N) is not equal to 
;:era. 
Int KXB(2) As above -For 2nd boundary node. 
Int KXB(NumBP) As above -for the last boundary node. 
- - Comment line. 
Real Width (1) Width o-f the boundary CL3 associated 
with boundary node K'XB(l). Width(N) 
includes hal-f the boundary length o-f 
each element in the immediate 
v i <:: i i> i t y o f t h e n od e K X B ( IM ) wh ich is 
assigned the kind of boundary 
condition specified by Kode(N). In 
the case of axisymmetric flow, 
Width(N) is the ar&a of boundary 
strip CLZ3 which node N represents). 
Real Width(2) As above for node KXB<2). 
Real Width(NumBP) As above for node KXB(NumBP). 
- - Comment line. 
Real rLen Length associated with transpiration 
(length of soil surface CLD or, in the 
case of a:: i symmetri c flow, surface area 
CL 3]). For problems without transpiration 
set this variable equal ;:ero. 
BLOCK H - Atmospheric Information 
Block H is not read if logical variable? AtmlnF (Block A) is 
set equal to .-false. . 
Record Type Symbol Description 
1,2,3,4 - - Comment lines. 
5 Log SinkF Set this variable equal to -true. if 
water extraction from the root zone is 
d€?f i ned. 
5 Log Dummy Set this variable equal to .false. . 
5 Log qGWLF Set this variable equal to .true. if the 
discharge-groundwater level relationship 
q(GWL) is applied as bottom boundary 
condition. 
6 - - Comment line. 
7 Real GWLOL The value of z-coordinate CL1 for which 
GWL=0 (usually z-coordinate of soil 
surface). If GWL is not specified set 
GWLOL=0. 
The value of parameter a in the q(GWL)~ 
relationship (set = 0 if qGWLF =.false.). 
The value of parameter b in the q(GWL)~ 
relationship (set = 0 if qGWLF =.false.). 
Comment line. 
Starting time CT3 of the simulation. 
Number of atmospheric data records. 
Comment line. 
Maximum allowed pressure head at the soil 
surface CL3. 
Comment 1i ne. 
13 Real tAtm(i) Time for which the i-th tmospheric data 
record is provided CT3. 
13 Real Prec(i) Precipitation [L/T! (in absolute value). 
1.3 Real rSoil(i)- Potential soil evaporation rate CL/TD (in 
absolute value). 
1Z Real rRoot(i) Potential transpiration CL/T3 (in 
absolute value) . 



















11 n i t 
MaxAL 
-
h Cr it 
BLOCK H (continued) 
Record Type Symbol Description 
13 Real hCritA<i) Absolute value of minimum allowed 
pressure head at the soil surface CL.3. 
13 Real rt(i) Bottom flux CL/TD or other time variable 
prescribed flux boundary condition 
(positive out of the system) indicated by 
Kode(N)=-3 (set equal to O if no 
Kode (IM) --3 boundary condition is 
speci fi ed). 
13 Real ht(i) Groundwater level CL1 (usually negative) 
ar other time variable prescribed head 
boundary- condition indicated by 
Kode(N)-+3 (set equal to 0 if no 
Kode(N)=+3 boundary condition is 
speci fied). 
The number of atmospheric-data records 
is MaxAL (i = 1,2,...,MaxAL) 
11 
BLOCK I - Sink Information 
Block I is not read i-f logical variable SinkF (Block H) is 
set equal to .-false. . 
Record Type Symbol 
1,2 
3 Real PO 










Comment 1i nes. 
The value o-f pressure head CL3 below 
which roots start to extract water from 
the soil (starting point). 
The value o-f pressure head CL3 below 
which the roots cannot extract water 
optimally anymore, -for potential 
transpiration rate equal to r2H (limiting 
p o i n t ) . 
As above, but. -for potential transpiration 
rate equal to r2L. 
The value o-f pressure head CL3 below 
which no water uptake by roots is 
possible (wilting point). 
CL/TD, usually 0.5 cm/day. 
CL/TU, usually 0.1 cm/day. 
Comment 1ine. 
The value o-f pressure head CL3 below 
which roots start to extract water 
optimally -for material number 1. 
As above, -for material number 2. 
Real POptm(NMat) As above, -for material number NMat. 
•1.2 
6. OUTPUT DATA 
The program output consists of 12' output -files which are 
















Tn addition, some of the input data are printed to the file 
CHECK-OUT. This file contains a complete description of the 
finite element mesh, the boundary node of each node, and the 
hydraulic characteristics of each material (finite element mesh 
data s.re printed only if logical variable CheckF in input Block A 
is set equal to .TRUE.). All output files are directed to the 
folder SWMII.OUT. 
T ••••• 1 e v e 1 I n f o r m a t i. o n 
This group of output files contains information which is 
printed at the end of each time step (printing can be suppressed 
by setting logical variable ShortF from input Block A equal to 
.TRUE., the information is then printed only at selected print-
times). Following data are printed to particular files: 
6-1 
H_MEAN.OUT (mean pressure heads) 
hAtm: Mean value of pressure head calculated over a set 
of nodal points which are assigned Kode (n)--±4 
(i.e., along part o-f the boundary contraled by 
atmospheric conditions). 
hRoot: Mean value o-f pressure head over the region -for 
which Beta(n)>0 (i.e., within the root zone). 
hKode3: Mean value of pressure head calculated over a set 
o-f nodal points which are assigned Korie(n)™±3 
(i.e., along part of the boundary on which 
groundwater level, bottom flu;:, or other time? 
v a riable pre s s u r e head or/ a n d flu x boundary 
conditions arc? imposed). 
hKodel: Mean value of pressure head calculated over a set 
of nodal points which arB assigned Kode(n)=±l 
(i.e., along part of the boundary on which time 
independent pressure head or/and flux boundary 
conditions are imposed). 
hSeep: Mean value of pressure head calculated over a set 
of nodal paints which are assigned Kode(n)=±2 
(i.e., along seepage faces). 
V_MEAN.OUT (mean fluxes, positive out of the system) 
rAtm: Potential surface flux along the atmospheric 
boundary (Kode(n)=±4). 
rRoot: Potential transpiration. 
vAtm: Mean value of actual surface flux along the 
atmospheric boundary (Kode(n)=±4). 
vRoot: Actual transpiration. 
vKode3: Mean value of bottom or another boundary flux 
along part of the boundary on which groundwater 
level, bottom flux, or other time variable 
pressure head or/and flux boundary conditions are 
i mposed (Kod e(n)=±3). 
vKodel: Mean value of boundary flux along part of the 
boundary on which time independent pressure head 
or/and flux boundary conditions are imposed 
(Kode(n)=±l). 
vSeep: Mean value of boundary flux along seepage faces 
(Kode(n)=±2). 
CUM_Q.OUT (mean cumulative fluxes per unit of particular 
part of a boundary as described above for mean 
fluxes, positive out of the system) 
RUN __I NF. OUT (time and iteration information) 
Tl.pvel: Time-level 
Time: Bimular time associated with the time-level 
dt: At 
11. er : Number of i t er at i on s 
ItCum: Cumulative number of iterations 
Real, time: Computation time spent on the simulation 
F-Ievel information 
This information is printed only at prescribed print-times. 
Following output files Ars supplied: 
H.OUT ( Nodal values of pressure head ) 
TH.OUT ( Nodal values of moisture content ) 
Q.OUT ( Discharge/recharge from/to the system assigned 
to the boundary nodes or internal sink/source 
nodes) 
VZ.OUT ( Element values of z-components of Darci an 
velocity vector) 
VX.QUT ( Element values of «-components of Darcian 
velocity vector) 
BOUNDARY.OUT ( This file contains information about each 
boundary node, n, for which Kode(n)=K>, 
including: discharge/recharge, Q(n>, boundary 
flux, v(n), pressure head, h(n>, and moisture 
content 6(n) ) 
BALANCE.OUT ( This file contains the volume of water inside, 
and inflow/outflow to/from, each specified 
subregion, togeather with mean pressure head 
over the subregion ) 
A--1 e vel i n f or mat :i on 
This information is printed at each time associated with 
specification of time variable boundary conditions. A-level 
information is directed to the output file A_LEv"EL. OUT. Following 
data are printed. 
CumQAP: Mean cumulative potential surface -flux per unit o-f 
the atmospheric boundary (Kode(n>=±4). 
CumQRP: Mean cumulative potential transpiration. 
CumQA: Mean cumulative value of actual surface flu;; per 
unit of the atmospheric boundary (Kode<n)=±4). 
CumQR: Mean cumulative value of actual transpiration. 
CumQ3: Mean cumulative value of bottom or another 
boundary flu:-: per unit of the boundary on which 
groundwater level, bottom flu::, or other time 
variable pressure head or/and flux boundary 
conditions are imposed (Kode(n)=±3). 
hAtm: Mean value of pressure head calculated over a set 
of nodal points which are assigned Kode(n)=±4. 
hRoots Mean value of pressure head over the region 
which Beta(n)>0 (i.e., within the root zone). 
for 
hKode3: Mean value of pressure head calculated over a set 
of nodal points which are assigned Kode(n>=±3. 
6-4 
7. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
7.1. EXAMPLE PROBLEM #1 - COLUMN TEST 
This example is based on data -from laboratory experiments as 
presented by Skaggs et al. (1970). Since the same example is used 
by Davis and Neuman (1983) as a test problem for program UNSAT2 
it may serve for comparison between SWM II and UNSAT2 codes. 
A graphical representation of the soil column and the -finite 
element mesh used in the numerical simulation are presented in 
Figure 7.1. The retention curve and relative hydraulic 
conductivity function of sand mix material are presented in 
Figure 7.2. Initially the sand was assumed to be dry having a 
pressure head of -150 cm. The soil hydraulic properties were 
assumed to be homogenous and isotropic with a saturated hydraulic 
conductivity of 0.000722 cm/sec. One-dimensional vertical flow 
occurs due to infiltration at the soil surface from the ponded 
water. The bottom of the column was left open and the sides of 
the column were impervious. 
Tables 7.1. and 7.2. provide an entire listing of the input 
data. Nodes 1 and 2 at the soil surface have been assigned a 
Kode(N) value? of 1 indicating that these two nodes have a 
prescribed pressure head which is equal to the depth of ponded 
water (0.75 cm). Nodes 111 and 112 at the column bottom have been 
specified as Kode(N)--2 indicating that they lie on an 
unsaturated portion of the boundary that may become a seepage 
face during later stages of the computations. For the remaining 
nodes, values for Kode(N) and flux, Q(N), were set equal to zero. 
This indicates that flow does not occur either into or out of the 
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Fi-fure 7.2. Retention curve, h(6), and relative hydraulic 
conductivity -function, «,-(€»), -for Example Problem #1, 
* denotes UNSAT2 input data (Davis and Neuman, 1983). 
7-; 
The simulation was executed for 5400 seconds which 
corresponds to the length of the experiment. The infiltration 
rates and cumulative infiltration rates resulting from the 
column simulation are presented in Figure 7.3. Also shown on the 
figure ar& the results of UNSAT2 simulation (Davis and Neuman 
1983). 
Tabulation of the pressure head profiles: from tin.' BWn II 
simulation for time intervals of 60, 900, 1800, 2700, 3600, and 
5400 seconds is shown in Table 7.3. Moisture content, 
recharge/discharge, and Darcian flux profiles at the end of 
simulation are tabulated in Table 7.4., 7.5., and 7.6. 
respectively. Mean boundary pressure? heads, mean boundary fluxes, 
and mean cumulative boundary fluxes ar& tabulated in Tables 7.7., 
7.8., and 7.9. The information about changes of the time 
increment, number of iterations necessary on selected time levels 
to reach the convergence, and computation time which was spent on 
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Figure 7.3. Infiltration Rate, v, and Cumulative Infiltration 
Rate, I, simulated by SWM II ' ' and UNSAT2 ' A ' 
TABLE 7.1. Input Data for Exaaple Problei 11, Input File 'SELECTOR.IN' 
m BLOCK A: BASIC INFORMATION tttmmmtmmmnmtmmmmt 
Heading 
' Exaaple problea #1 - Colunn Test' 
LUnit TUnit (indicated units are obligatory far all input data) 
'en* 'sec' 
Kat (Oîhorizontal plane, haxisymnetric vertical f 1DM, 2:vertical plane) 
2 
Ma;-It Tol dnasifsuffl number of iterations and p. head tolerance) 
20 .10 
ChedF ShortF FluxF AtralnF SeepF 
f t t f t 
U t BLOCK B: MATERIAL INFORMATION <Ut»tttt»ttltm»»»»»mH»»«tt»Utt 
NMat NLay hTabl hTabN NPar 
1 1 .001 200. 9 
thr ths tha thin Alfa n Ks Kk thk 
.02 .350 -.02 .350 .0410 1.964 .000722 .000695 .2875 
m BLOCK C: TINE INFORMATION »»U«*tltt»***»t»*»*»ttttUmtt»t»«ttttt 
dt dtMin dtMas DMul DMul2 MPL 
1. .01 60. 1.1 .33 6 
TPrint(l),TPrint(2!,...,TPrint(MPL) (prmt-tiae array! 
60 900 1B00 2700 3600 5400 
Ut BLOCK D: SEEPAGE INFORMATION (only if SeepF =.true.) <tt»tt»ttt»*tt 
NSeep (nuflber of seepage faces) 
1 
NSP(1),NSP(2) ,NSP(NSeep) (nuaber of nodes in each s.f.) 
2 
KodeS(l!,KodeS(2),...,KodeS(NSeep) (set all eleaents of this array =-1) 
-1 
NP(i,l!,NPIi,2) NP(i,NSP(i)) (nodal nuaber array of i-th s.f.) 
Ill 112 
t t t END OF INPUT FILE 'SELECTOR.IN' »timttmtUtt«»»»»»»»*»*»»»»» 
7-6 
TABLE 7.2. Input Data for Example Problei 11, Input File '6RID.IN'. 
tit BLOCK E: NODAL INFORMATION t t t t l t t U t t U t t t m t t t t t U U U U U U U t t t 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.2. Input Data for Exaaple Problei t l , Input File '6RI0.IN'. 
(Continuation) 
109 0 0.00 2, 
HO 0 1.00 2 
111 -2 0.00 0 
112 -2 1.00 0 
tit BLOCK F: ELEMENT 
E i j k 1 
1 1 3 4 2 
2 3 5 6 4 
3 5 7 8 6 
4 7 9 10 8 
5 9 11 12 10 
6 11 13 14 12 
7 13 15 16 14 
8 15 17 IB 16 
9 17 19 20 18 
10 19 21 22 20 
11 21 23 24 22 
12 23 25 26 24 
13 25 27 28 26 
14 27 29 30 28 
15 29 31 32 30 
16 31 33 34 32 
17 33 35 36 34 
18 35 37 38 36 
19 37 39 40 38 
20 39 41 42 40 
21 41 43 44 42 
22 43 45 46 44 
23 45 47 48 46 
24 47 49 50 48 
25 49 51 52 50 
26 51 53 54 52 
27 53 55 56 54 
28 55 57 58 56 
29 57 5"? 60 58 
30 59 61 62 60 
31 61 63 64 62 
32 63 65 66 64 
33 65 67 68 66 
34 67 69 70 68 
35 69 71 72 70 
36 71 73 74 72 
37 73 75 76 74 
38 75 77 78 76 
39 77 79 80 78 
40 79 81 82 80 
41 81 83 84 82 
42 83 85 86 84 
43 85 87 88 86 
44 87 89 90 88 
45 89 91 92 90 
46 91 93 94 92 
47 93 95 96 94 
48 95 97 98 96 
49 97 99 100 98 
50 99 101 102 100 
00 -150.00 0.00E+00 
00 -150.00 O.OOE+00 
00 -150.00 O.OOE+00 
00 -150.00 0.00E+00 
INFORMATION »»**»»•** 
Angle ConAll ConA33 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.00 1.00 1.00 
1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 




TABLE 7.2. Input Data for Exaiple Proble« #1, Input File 'GRID.IM'. 
(Continuation) 
51 101 103 104 102 
52 103 105 106 104 
53 105 107 ÏOB 106 
54 107 109 110 108 
















tt* BLOCK S: BOUNDARY GEOMETRIC INFORMATION t»H»Uttt**tt»t»»»U»U»lt 
KXB(l),KXB(2),...,KXB(Nu*BP) (boundary node nunber array) 
1 2 111 112 
Hidth(l),Hidth(2),...,Hidth(NuaBP) (width array) 
0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
rLen (length of the surface) 
1.00 
Ut END OF INPUT FILE 'GRID.IN' tttUUttUtUUtUtttttUtUttttttttUt 
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TABLE 7.3. Output Data, Exaaple Problei tl, Output File 'H.OUT'. 
Exaiple probIe» tl - Coluin Test 
Progra* SMH I I 
Date: 26. 4.1988 Tine: 13:40 
Time independent boundary conditions 
Vertical plane flow, V = L*L 
Units: L = c§ . T = sec 






























































































































































































































TABLE 7.3. Output Data, Exaaple Proble« II, Output File 'H.OUT' 
(Continuation) 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tise ttt 5400.0002 » U 





























































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.4. Output at the End of Simulation, Exaiple Problem II, Output File 'TH.OUT' 

































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.5. Output at the End of Simulation, Example Problei 11, Output File '9.OUT'. 
Tiie t t t 5400.0002 t i t 





























































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.6. Output at the End of Simulation, Exaiple Problem tl, Output File 'VI.OUT'. 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.2. EXAMPLE PROBLEM #2 - GRASS FIELD PROBLEM 
The atmospheric and groundwater level data -from Hupse1.se 
Beek watershed were used to simulate water movement in one-
dimensional soil profile. Calculations were performed over the 
period of April 1 to September 30 of the fairly dry year 1982. 
The results of computations are compared with those obtained 
using simulation model of the water balance SWATRE (Feddes et 
al., 1978, Bel mans et al., 1983). 
The soil profile (see Figure 7.4.) consists of two layers, 
an A-horizon cf 40 cm thickness and BC-horizon extending to a 
depth of 300 cm. The depth of the root zone is 30 cm. The mean 
scaled hydraulic functions used to characterize the soil 
properties of each layer (Hopmans and Strieker, 1987, Cislerova 
1987) are presented on Figure 7.5. 
As a boundary conditions for the top of the system, actual 
precipitation and potential transpiration intensities of a grass 
crop were incorporated as day's totals spred uniformly over day 
intervals. As a bottom boundary condition, the bottom flux -
groundwater level relationship q(h) was used (see Eq. 4.1.). 
Initially, the groundwater level was set at 55 cm below the soil 
surface. The initial moisture profile was taken to be in 
equilibrium with the groundwater level. 
The input values of actual precipitation and potential 
transpiration .:.\rt? presented in Figure 7.6. . The cumulative 
values of calculated actual transpiration and cumulative 
discharge from the bottom of the soil profile are shown in Figure 
7.7. . The variation of mean pressure head at the soil surface 
and within the root zone during simulated seasone are presented 
in Figure 7.8. . Variations of the calculated groundwater table 
7-2: 
with time are shown in Figure 7.9. . A complete print o-f input 
data is provided in Tables 7.11. through 7.14. . Selected output 
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Fi gure 7 .4 . Flow system and -finite element mesh -for E;ample 
Problem #2. 
7-24 
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Figure 7.5. Soil hydraulic characteristics o-f 1st and 2nd layer 
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Figure 7.6. Actual precipitation and potential transpiration -for 






















91 Tine [day] 273 
Figure 7.7. Cumulative values o-f calculated actual transpiration 
and bottom discharge -for Example Problem #2 as 




91 Tine [day] 273 
31 Tine [day] 27Ï 
Figure 7.8. Pressure head at the soil surface and mean pressure 
head within the root zone -for Example Problem #2 
as simulated by SWM II ' ' and SWATRE ' * '. 
7-28 
91 Tine [day] 273 
Figure 7.9. Variations of the calculated groundwater table with 
time for Example Problem #2 as simulated by SWM II 
' and SWATRE 'O'. 
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TABLE 7.11. Input Data for Exaiple Problem #2, Input File 'SELECTOR.IN'. 
ttt BLOCK A: BASIC INFORMATION mmttttmtttmttmttttmtttttttttt 
Heading 
' Exaiple Problem «2 - Grass Field Probien (Hupselse Beek 19821' 
LUnit TUnit (indicated units ire obligatory for all input data) 
'ci' 'day' 
Kat (Q:hori:ontal plane, l:axisynetric vertical H O N , 2:vertical plane) 
2 
Max It Tol (laxisuB nuiber of iterations and p. head tolerance) 
20 .10 
CheckF ShortF FlusF AtilnF SeepF 
f t t t f 
Ut BLOCK B: MATERIAL INFORMATION tttttttmtmmmtttttmttmttttt 
Mat NLay hTabl hTabN NPar 
.001 1000. ? 
tha thi Alfa n Ks Kk thk 
.0001 .399 .0174 1.3757 29.75 29.75 .399 
.0001 .339 .0139 1.6024 45.34 45.34 .339 
m BLOCK C: TIME INFORMATION tttttmttmttttmttttttttttttmttttttt 
dt dtHin dtMax DMul DMul2 MPL 
.02 le-10 0.50 1.3 .3 7 
TPrint(l),TPrint(2) TPrint(MPL) (print-tiie array) 
91 120 151 131 212 243 273 










TABLE 7.12. Input Data for Exaiple Problei 12, Input File 'SINK.IN*. 
m BLOCK I: SINK INFORMATION tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
PO P2H P2L P3 r2H r2L 
-10. -200. -800. -8000. 0.5 0.1 
P0ptB(ll,P0pti(2) POpti(NHat) 
-25. -25. 
l i t END OF INPUT FILE 'SINK.IN' t t t t t t t m t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t m t t t t t t t t t t t t 
TABLE 7.13. Input Data for Exaiple Problei #2, Input File 'ATMOSPH.IN'. 
U t BLOCK H: ATMOSPHERIC INFORMATION t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
m Hupselse Beek 1982 tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
ttmmttmtttttttttttttmtttmttttttttttmtmttmttmttttmttt 
SinkF Duny qSHLF 
t f t 
GNLOL Aqh Bqh (if q6*LF=f then Aqh=Bqh=0) 
230 -.1687 -.02674 
tlnit MaxAL (MaxAL - number of atiospheric data-records) 
90. 183 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ut END OF INPUT FILE 'ATHOSPH.IN U t } t » U m U » } t U I » m i t t t U t l i m 
TABLE 7 .14 . Input Data for Example Problem #2 , Input F i l e 'GRID.IN' . 
m BLOCK E: NODAL INFORMATION tUmmmmtUUmmmUUmtUU 
NUIBNP NunEl I J NuaBP 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.14. Input Data for Exaaple Proble« 12, Input File 'GRID.IN'. 
(continued) 
17 33 35 36 34 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
18 35 37 38 36 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
19 37 39 40 38 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
20 39 41 42 40 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
21 41 43 44 42 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
22 43 45 46 44 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
23 45 47 48 46 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
24 47 49 50 48 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
25 49 51 52 50 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
26 51 53 54 52 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
27 53 55 56 54 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
28 55 57 58 56 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
29 57 59 60 58 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
30 59 61 62 60 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
31 61 63 64 62 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
32 63 65 66 64 0.00 1.00 1.00 2 
tit BLOCK 6: BOUNDARY GEOMETRIC INFORMATION ttttttmtttttttttmttttm 
KXB(l), KXB(2!,...,KXB(NuiaBP) (boundary node nuiber array) 
1 2 65 66 
Nidth(l), Width(2),....Width(NuaBP) (width array) 
0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
rLsn (Length associated with transpiration) 
1.00 
tit END OF INPUT FILE 'GRID.IN' Ittlltlllllttllttltltttlttllltttlttltttl 
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TABLE 7.15. Output Data for Exasple Proble» #2, Output File 'AJ.EVEL.OUT'. 
Example Probtet 12 - Grass Field Proble« (Hupselse Beek 1982) 
Progrsn StJH II 
Date: 2. 5.1988 Tine: 16:49 
Tine dependent boundary conditions 
Vertical plane flow, V = L*L 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.16. Output Data for Example Problei #2, Output File 'BALANCE.OUT'. 










































0.230E+03 0.300E+02 0.200E+03 
0.727E+02 0.824E+01 0.645E+02 
-0.437E+00 -0.144E+00 -0.293E+00 
-122.5 11.3 
181.0000 1 2 
Area [V] 0.230E+03 0.300E+02 0.200E+03 
Voluae [V] 0.729E+02 0.830E+01 0.641E+02 
InFlow [V/T] -0.284E+00 -0.356E+00 0.717E-01 



















243.0000 1 2 
Area [V] 0.230E+03 0.300E+02 0.200E+03 
Voluie [VI 0.610E+02 0.717E+01 0.538E+02 
InFlow [V/T] -0.802E-01 -0.291E-01 -0.511E-01 















































































































































































































































































































































































ut t Data for Exaiple Problei 12, Output File 'H.OUT'. 
(continued) 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a for Exaaple Problei 12, Output File 'RUNJNF.OUT'. 
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7.3. EXAMPLE PROBLEM #3 - INFILTRATION TEST 
Upper part of the soil pro-file -from Example Problem #2 was 
used -for numerical simulation o-f single ring ponded i n-f i 1 trat i on 
experiment. The -flow system and -finite element mesh Are shown in 
f i gure 7.10. . 
The axisymmetric quasi-three-dimensional program option was 
employed -for analysis o-f unsaturated water -flow during the 
infiltration. Calculations were performed over the period o-f 6 
hours. As an initial condition, the pressure head pro-file from 
the beginning of June 82 obtained in example problem #2 was used. 
All sides of the flow region were set impervious except of small 
portion of the surface boundary on which constant zero pressure 
head boundary condition was imposed indicating the ponded surface 
inside the infiltration ring. The groundwater table was fixed 
during the simulation at approximately constant level of 120 cm 
under the surface. Influence of the root zone extraction was 
neglected. 
The advancement of wetting front during the infiltration is 
shown in Figure 7.11. . Pressure heads and moisture contents at. 
the surface boundary at the end of simulation s^r& presented in 
Figure 7.12. . Dependence of the boundary Darcian velocity inside 
the infiltration ring on the distance from the symmetry axis is 
presented in Figure 7.13. . Infiltration rate and cumulative 
infiltration rate as functions of time are shown in Figure 7.14.. 
Complete print of input data is provided in Tables 7.19. and 
7.20. . Partial print of output data is presented in Tables 7.21. 
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Figure 7.11. Advancement o-f moisture -front during the 
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F i g u r e 7 . 1 2 . P ressure heads, h , and m o i s t u r e c o n t e n t s , 6, alone 
t h e s u r f a c e boundary a f t e r 360 minu tes f rom t h e 





B.B x Cm] 18.1 
Fi gure 7. 13, The course of boundary darcian velocity inside the 
infiltration ring (of radius equal to 18 cm) as 
function of distance from the symmetry axis, Example 
Problem #3. 
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B.B t Enin] 36B 
B.B t En in] 36B 
Figure 7.14. Mean infiltration rate, v, and cumulative 
infiltration rate, I, averaged over the infiltration 
ring area, Example Problem #3. 
TABLE 7.19. Input Data for Exaaple Problei #3, Input File 'SELECTOR.IN'. 
tit BLOCK A: BASIC INFORMATION ttttttttttttUtttUtttttttttUtttUtttU« 
Heading 
' Exasple proble« #3 - Infiltration Test ' 
LUnit TUnit (indicated units are obligatory for all input data) 
'ci' 'Bin' 
Kat (O:horizontal plane, lsaxisynaetric vertical flow, 2:vertical plane) 
1 
(naximii nuaber of iterations and p. head tolerance) 
tF FluxF AtilnF SeepF 
t f f 
MATERIAL INFORMATION tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
hTabl hTabN NPar 
.001 200. 9 
tha th« Alfa n Ks Kk thk 
.0001 .399 .0174 1.3757 .0207 .0207 .399 
.0001 .339 .0139 1.6024 .0315 .0315 .339 
It» BLOCK C: TIME INFORMATION ttttttttttttttttttttmtttttttttttmttttt 
dt dtMin dtrlax DHul DMul2 MPL 
.01 .001 30. 1.33 .33 10 
TPrint!l>,TPrint(2) TPrintfMPL) (print-tine array) 
1 5 10 30 60 120 180 240 300 360 



















TABLE 7.20. Input Data for Example Proble« t3, Input File 'GRID.IN'. 
ttt BLOCK E: NODAL INFORMATION ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 














































































































































































































































TABLE 7.20. Input Data for Exaiple Problei «3, Input File 'ERID.IN'. 
(continued) 
21 0 5.00 228.00 -145.50 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
22 0 5.00 226.00 -143.40 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
23 0 5.00 224.00 -141.00 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
24 0 5.00 220.00 -135.60 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
25 0 5.00 215.00 -127.70 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
26 0 5.00 210.00 -119.00 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
27 0 5.00 205.00 -109.90 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
28 0 5.00 200.00 -100.50 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
29 0 5.00 190.00 -82.80 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
30 0 5.00 180.00 -71.00 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
31 0 5.00 170.00 -60.30 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
32 0 5.00 160.00 -49.80 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
33 0 5.00 150.00 -39.60 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
34 0 5.00 140.00 -29.50 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
35 0 5.00 130.00 -19.40 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
36 0 5.00 120.00 -9.40 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
37 0 5.00 110.00 0.60 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
38 0 5.00 100.00 10.60 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
39 1 10.00 230.00 0.00 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
40 0 10.00 228.00 -145.50 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
41 0 10.00 226.00 -143.40 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
42 0 10.00 224.00 -141.00 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
43 0 10.00 220.00 -135.60 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
44 0 10.00 215.00 -127.70 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
45 0 10.00 210.00 -119.00 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
46 0 10.00 205.00 -109.90 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
47 0 10.00 200.00 -100.50 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
48 0 10.00 190.00 -82,80 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
49 O I0.OO 180.00 -71.00 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
50 0 10.00 170.00 -60.30 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
51 0 10.00 160.00 -49.80 O.OOE+ÔO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
52 0 10.00 150.00 -39.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
53 0 10.00 140.00 -29.50 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
54 0 10.00 130.00 -19.40 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
55 0 10.00 120.00 -9.40 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
56 0 10.00 110.00 0.60 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
57 0 10.00 100.00 10.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
58 1 14.00 230.00 0.00 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
59 0 14.00 228.00 -145.50 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
60 0 14.00 226.00 -143.40 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
61 0 14.00 224.00 -141.00 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
62 0 14.00 220.00 -135.60 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
63 0 14.00 215.00 -127.70 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
64 0 14.00 210.00 -119.00 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
65 0 14.00 205.00 -109.90 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
66 0 14.00 200.00 -100.50 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
67 0 14.00 190.00 -82.80 O.OOE+OO 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
68 0 14.00 180.00 -71.00 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
69 0 14.00 170.00 -60.30 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
70 0 14.00 160.00 -49.80 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
71 0 14.00 150.00 -39.60 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
72 0 14.00 140.00 -29.50 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
73 0 14.00 130.00 -19.40 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
74 0 14.00 120.00 -9.40 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
75 0 14.00 110.00 0.60 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
76 0 14.00 100.00 10.60 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
7-55 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.20. Input Data for Exanple Problei 13, Input File '6RID.IN'. 
(continued) 
245 0 48.00 120.00 -9.40 O.OOE+OO 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
246 0 48.00 110.00 0.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
247 0 48.00 100.00 10.40 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
248 0 56.00 230.00 -147.40 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
249 0 56.CO 228.00 -145.50 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
250 0 56.00 226.00 -143.40 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
251 0 56.00 224.00 -141.00 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
252 0 56.00 220.00 -135.60 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
253 0 56.00 215.00 -127.70 0.00E+0O 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
254 0 56.00 210.00 -119.00 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
255 0 56.00 205.00 -109.90 C.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
256 0 56.00 200.00 -100.50 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
257 0 56.00 190.00 -82.80 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
258 0 56.00 180.00 -71.00 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
259 0 56.00 170.00 -60.30 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
260 0 56.00 160.00 -49.80 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
261 0 56.00 150.00 -39.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
262 0 56.00 140.00 -29.50 0.00E+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
263 0 56.00 130.00 -19.40 0.00E+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
264 0 56.00 120.00 -9.40 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
265 0 56.00 110.00 0.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
266 0 56.00 100.00 10.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
267 0 65.00 230.00 -147.40 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
268 0 65.00 228.00 -145.50 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
269 0 65.00 226.00 -143.40 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
270 0 65.00 224.00 -141.00 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
271 0 65.00 220.00 -135.60 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
272 0 65.00 215.00 -127.70 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
273 0 65.00 210.00 -119.00 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
274 0 65.00 205.00 -109.90 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
275 0 65.00 200.00 -100.50 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
276 0 65.00 190.00 -82.80 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
277 0 65.00 180.00 -71.00 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
278 0 65.00 170.00 -60.30 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
279 0 65.00 160.00 -49.80 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 
280 0 65.00 150.00 -39.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
281 0 65.00 140.00 -29.50 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
282 0 65.00 130.00 -19.40 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
283 0 65.00 120.00 -9.40 0.00E+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
284 0 65.00 110.00 0.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 
285 0 65.00 100.00 10.60 0.00E+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
286 0 75.00 230.00 -147.40 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
287 0 75.00 228.00 -145.50 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
288 0 75.00 226.00 -143.40 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
289 0 75.00 224.00 -141.00 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
290 0 75.00 220.00 -135.60 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
291 0 75.00 215.00 -127.70 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 
292 0 75.00 210.00 -119.00 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
293 0 75.00 205.00 -109.90 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
294 0 75.00 200.00 -100.50 O.OOE+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
295 0 75.00 190.00 -82.80 0.00E+00 1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
296 0 75.00 180.00 -71.00 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
297 0 75.00 170.00 -60.30 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
298 0 75.00 160.00 -49.80 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
29? 0 75.00 150.00 -39.60 O.OOE+00 2 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































86 105 104 







90 109 108 































































































































































































































































TABLE 7,20. Input Data for Example Proble» #3, Input File '6RID.IN'. 
(continued) 
87 92 111 110 91 
88 93 112 11! 92 
89 94 113 112 93 
90 95 114 113 94 
9! 97 116 115 96 
92 98 117 116 97 
93 99 IIB 117 98 
94 100 119 H B 99 
95 10! 120 Î19 100 
96 102 121 120 101 
97 103 122 121 102 
98 104 123 122 103 
99 105 124 123 104 
100 106 125 124 105 
101 107 126 125 106 
102 108 127 126 107 
103 109 128 127 108 
104 110 129 128 109 
105 111 130 129 110 
106 112 131 130 111 
107 113 132 131 112 
108 114 133 132 113 
109 116 135 134 115 
110 117 136 135 116 
111 118 137 136 117 
112 119 138 137 118 
113 120 139 138 119 
114 12! 14C 139 120 
115 122 141 140 121 
116 123 142 141 122 
117 124 143 142 123 
118 125 144 143 124 
119 126 145 144 125 
120 177 146 145 126 
12! 128 147 146 127 
122 129 148 147 128 
123 130 149 148 129 
124 131 150 149 130 
125 132 151 150 131 
126 133 152 151 132 
127 135 154 153 134 
128 136 155 154 135 
129 137 156 155 136 
130 138 157 156 137 
131 139 158 157 138 
132 140 159 158 139 
133 141 160 159 140 
134 142 161 160 141 
135 143 162 1Ó1 142 
136 144 163 162 143 
!37 145 164 163 144 
138 146 165 164 145 
139 147 166 165 146 
140 148 167 166 147 
14! 149 168 167 148 







































































































































































































TABLE 7.20. Input Data for Exaaple Problei 13, Input File '6RID.IN'. 
(continued) 
143 151 !70 169 150 
144 152 171 170 151 
145 154 173 172 153 
146 155 174 173 154 
147 156 175 174 155 
148 157 176 175 15Ó 
14? 158 177 176 157 
150 159 178 177 158 
151 160 179 !78 159 
152 161 180 179 160 
153 162 181 180 161 
154 163 182 181 162 
155 164 183 182 163 
156 165 184 183 164 
157 166 185 184 165 
158 167 186 185 166 
159 168 187 186 167 
160 169 188 187 168 
161 170 189 188 16? 
162 171 190 189 170 
163 173 192 191 172 
164 174 193 192 173 
165 175 194 193 174 
166 176 195 194 175 
167 177 196 195 176 
168 178 197 196 177 
169 179 198 197 178 
170 180 199 198 179 
171 181 200 199 180 
172 182 201 200 181 
173 183 202 201 182 
174 184 203 202 1B3 
175 185 204 203 184 
176 186 205 204 185 
177 187 206 205 186 
178 188 207 206 187 
179 189 208 207 jgg 
180 190 20? 208 189 
181 192 211 210 191 
182 193 212 211 192 
183 194 213 212 193 
184 195 214 213 194 
185 196 215 214 195 
186 197 216 215 196 
187 198 217 216 197 
188 199 218 217 198 
18° 200 219 218 199 
190 201 220 219 200 
191 202 221 220 201 
192 203 222 221 202 
193 204 223 222 203 
194 205 224 223 204 
195 206 225 224 205 
196 207 226 225 206 
197 208 227 226 207 







































































































































































































199 211 230 229 210 
200 212 231 230 211 
201 213 232 231 212 
202 214 233 232 213 
203 215 234 233 214 
204 216 235 234 215 
205 217 236 235 216 
206 218 237 236 217 
207 219 238 237 218 
208 220 239 238 219 
209 221 240 239 220 
210 222 241 240 221 
211 223 242 241 222 
212 224 243 242 223 
213 225 244 243 224 
214 226 245 244 225 
215 227 246 245 226 
216 228 247 246 227 
217 230 249 248 229 
218 231 250 249 230 
219 232 251 250 231 
220 233 252 251 232 
221 234 253 252 233 
222 235 254 253 234 
223 236 255 254 235 
224 237 256 255 236 
225 238 257 256 237 
226 239 258 257 238 
227 240 259 258 239 
228 241 260 259 240 
229 242 261 260 241 
230 243 262 261 242 
231 244 263 262 243 
232 245 264 263 244 
233 246 265 264 245 
234 247 266 265 246 
235 249 268 267 248 
236 250 269 268 249 
237 251 270 26? 250 
238 252 271 270 251 
239 253 272 271 252 
240 254 273 272 253 
24! 255 274 273 254 
242 256 275 274 255 
243 257 276 275 256 
244 258 277 2U 257 
245 259 278 277 258 
246 260 279 278 259 
247 261 280 279 260 
248 262 281 280 261 
24" 263 282 281 262 
250 264 283 282 263 
251 265 284 283 264 
252 266 285 284 265 
253 268 287 286 267 









































































































































































































for Exauple Problem «3, Input File 'GRID.IN', 
(continued) 
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TABLE 7.20. Input Data for Example Proble» #3, Input File 'GRID.IN*. 
(continued) 
255 270 289 288 269 
256 271 290 289 270 
257 272 291 290 271 
258 273 292 291 272 
259 274 293 292 273 
260 275 294 293 274 
261 276 295 294 275 
262 277 296 295 276 
263 278 297 296 277 
264 279 298 297 278 
265 280 299 298 279 
266 281 300 299 280 
267 282 301 300 281 
268 283 302 301 282 
269 284 303 302 283 
270 285 304 303 284 
271 287 306 305 286 
272 288 307 306 287 
273 289 308 307 288 
274 290 309 308 289 
275 291 310 309 290 
276 292 311 310 291 
277 293 312 311 292 
278 294 313 312 293 
279 295 314 313 294 
280 296 315 314 295 
281 297 316 315 296 
282 298 3!7 316 297 
283 299 318 317 298 
284 300 319 318 299 
285 301 320 319 300 
286 302 321 320 301 
297 303 322 321 302 
288 304 323 322 303 
289 306 325 324 305 
290 307 326 325 306 
291 308 327 326 307 
292 309 328 327 308 
293 310 329 328 309 
294 311 330 329 310 
295 312 331 330 311 
296 313 332 331 312 
297 314 333 332 313 
298 315 334 333 314 
299 316 335 334 315 
300 317 336 335 316 
301 318 337 336 317 
302 319 338 337 318 
303 320 339 338 319 
304 321 340 339 320 
305 322 341 340 321 
306 323 342 341 322 
307 325 344 343 324 
308 326 345 344 325 
309 327 346 345 326 








































































































































































































TABLE 7.20. Input Data for Example Prnble« #3, Input File 'GRID.IN* 
(continued) 
311 329 348 347 328 0.00 
312 330 34«) 348 32? 0.00 
313 33! 350 349 330 0.00 
314 332 351 350 331 0.00 
315 333 352 351 332 0.00 
316 334 353 352 333 0.00 
317 335 354 353 334 0.00 
318 336 355 354 335 0.00 
319 337 356 355 336 0.00 
320 338 357 356 337 0.00 
321 33" 358 357 338 0.00 
322 340 35? 358 339 0.00 
323 341 360 35? 340 0.00 
324 342 361 360 341 O.OO 
325 344 363 362 343 0.00 
326 345 364 363 344 0.00 
327 346 365 364 345 0.00 
328 347 366 365 346 0.00 
32? 348 367 366 347 0.00 
330 349 368 367 348 0.00 
331 350 36? 368 349 0.00 
332 351 370 369 350 0.00 
333 352 371 370 351 0.00 
334 353 372 37! 352 0.00 
335 354 373 372 353 0,00 
336 355 374 373 354 0.00 
337 356 375 374 355 0.00 
338 357 376 375 356 0.00 
339 358 377 376 357 0.00 
340 35? 378 377 358 0.00 
341 360 379 378 359 0.00 























































































U t END OF INPUT FILE 




































































'GRID.IN' t m m m m m m m m t t t m m m m 
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TABLE 7.21. Output Data for Example Preble« 13, Output File 'V_MEAN.OUT' 
Exanple problem #3 - Infiltration Test 
Prograi SNH 11 
Date: 3. 5. 1988 lise : 11:56 
Tine independent boundary conditions 
Axisyaaetnc flou, V = LIUL 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.24. Output Data for Exanple Probiet 13, Output File 'BALANCE.OUT'. 
Tine [Tl Total Sub-region nuiber .. 
1.0000 1 2 
Area [VJ 0.638E+07 0.196E+07 0.442E+07 
Voluse [V] 0.190E+07 0.551E+06 0.135E+07 
InFloH [V/T] 0.131E+03 O.140E+03 -0.827E+01 


















10.0000 1 2 
Area [V] 0.638E+07 0.196E+07 0.442E+07 
Volute [V] 0.191E+07 0.552E+06 0.135E+07 
InFlow [V/T] 0.562E+02 0.642E+02 -0.809E+01 




















































































































TABLE 7.25. Output at the Beginning of Sisulation for Example Problei #3, Output File 'H.OUT'. 
Time **» i.oooo m 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.26. Output at the End of Siiulation for Exaaple Problem »3, Output File 'H.OUT'. 
Time t*t 360.0000 m 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE Output at the End of Simulation for Example Proble« 13, Output File 'TH.OUT'. 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.28. Output at the End oi Simulation for Example Proble» »3, Output File 'VX.OUT'. 
Tue it» 360.0000 t t t 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.29. Output at the End af Simulation lor Example Proble» 13, Output File 'VX.OUT'. 
Tine *»« 360.0000 m 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Real time [min] 529.33333396911619 
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8. PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AND LISTING 
8.1. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM UNITS 
The program consists of a main program unit and 32 
subprograms. The subprograms are organized into 6 source files 
which are stored and compiled separately and then linked 
toge ther with the main program to -form executable program. The 









(Main program unit) 
Baslnf, Matin, GenMat, Tmln, Seep In, Nod Inf, 
Elemln, Geomln,Atmln,Sinkln 
Reset, Dir ich, Solve, Shift, SetMat 
TmCont, SetAtm, Fqh 
FK, FC, FQ, FH 
SetSnk, FAlfa 
TLInf, ALInf, hOut, thOut, QOut, FlxOut, 
SubReg, BouOut 
Main program unit SWMII.FOR 
This is the main execution unit, of the program SWMII. It 
controls execution of the program and determines which optional 
subroutines are necessary for a particular application. It also 
checks for convergence and updates the pressure head array. 
Source file INPUT2.F0R 
Subroutines included in this file are designed to read data 
from different input blocks. Following table summarises from 
which input file and input block (described in Chapter 5.) the 
particular subroutine reads. 
8-1 
TABLE 8.1. Input Subroutines 














A. Basic Information 
B. Material Information 
C. Time Information 
D. Seepage Information 
E. Nodal Information 
F. Element Information 
G. Boundary Geometric Information 
H. Atmospheric Information 
I. Sink Information 
Source file EQUATI02.F0R 
Subroutine Reset updates coefficients of governing matrix 
equation and constructs the right hand side vector and the 
effective matrix. 
Subroutine Dirich modifies the effective matrix and right hand 




solves the effective matrix by Gaussi an 
Subroutine Shift changes the type of atmospheric or seepage face 
boundary condition from Dirichlet type to Neumann type and vice 
versa. 
Subroutine SetMat interpolates intermediate values in the 
material hydraulic characteristics tables in order to determine 
the nodal values of KCh) and C(h). 
Source file TIME2.F0R 
Subroutine TmCont adjusts the current value of time increment At. 
Subroutine SetAtm updates time variable boundary conditions. 
Function Fqh describes the groundwater level - discharge 
relationship q(h). The function is called only from subroutine 
SetAtm. 
Source file MATERIA2.FOR 
This file includes functions FK, FC, FQ, and FH which 
8-
describe material hydraulic characteristics K(h), C(h), 0(h), and 
h<8), respectively. 
Source file SINK?. FOR 
This -file includes subroutine SetSnk and -function FAlfa. The 
purpose of these subprograms is to calculate the actual intensity 
of water extraction in the root, zone in response to water uptake 
by plants. 
Source file OUTPUT?.FOR 
Subroutines included in this file are designed to print data 
to different output files. Following table summarises which 
output files are filled by the particular subroutine. 
TABLE 8.2. Output Subroutines 





















8.2. PR06RAM LISTIN6 
SWH II - Numerical model of tno-dinensional flow 
in a variably saturated porous nediua 
Designed by T.Vogel (1987) 















hTab (NTabD) ,ConTab (NTabD,NMatD) ,CapTab <NTabD,NHatD), 
F(Nu»NPD!,Con!Nu»NPD),Cap(Nu»NPD),X(Nur,NPD),Y(NuBNPD), 
MatMuffi(Nu(aNPD),LayNuin{NufliNPDi,K)f(Nu(iElDf4)tKXB(NuiBBPD), 

















open ! 60, f i 1 e=' SHMI.OUTXBalance. GUT', status»'NEH') 
open(82,file='S««II.CUT\vx.0UT', status^'NEUM 
open(81,file='SWIII.0UT\vz.0UT*, status='NEH') 
data SinkF ,qGWLF ,tInit,NTab,ItCuR,Iter,TLevel,ALevel,PLevel 




call Baslnf !Kat,!1axIt,Tol,AtiInF,ShortF,SeepF,CheckF,FluxF) 
call Nodlnf (Nu»NP,NuaEl,!J,NuiiBP,MBand,Nu«)NPB,Kode,Q, 
• hNe«,h01d,hTe»p,X,Y,MatNui»,8eta,Axz,Bxz,Dxz,(:heckF) 
call Elemln (NunE!,NunElD,KX,LayNu«,ConAxx,ConAzztConAxz,CheckF) 
call Geamln (Nu«NP,NuiiBP,SWidth,Width,Kode,KXB.rLen) 
call Matin (NWatD,NMat,NLay,Par,hTab(l>,hTab(NTab>> 
call oenHat <NiisNP,NTab,NTabD,NI1at,Nh,atD,thrl 
! hNeH,MatNu*,Par,hTab,ConTab,CapTab,CDnSat) 
if (fttulnF) then 
call Attain (6«L0L,SinkF,qGWLF,tlnit,tMax,Aqh,Bqh,hCritS.MaxAL) 
call SetAt« (tAt»,rTop,rRoat,hCritA,Nidth,KXB,Nti»BP, 
! Kode,hNew,S,KunNP,ftqh,Bqh,6ML0L,qGWLF) 
end if 
call Tiln (tlnit.tilax.TAtiB.tOld.dt^tMax.DHuijDHu^.dtMin, 
! TPrint,t,DtOpt,AtilnF) 
i f (SinkF) then 
call Sinklfi (NMat,NunEl,Nu»NP,NuaElD,Kat,KX,x,y, 
1
 P0,POpt«,P2H,P2L,P3,r2H,r2l,Beta) 





!call Ssepln (NSeepD,Nu«SPC,NSeep,NSP,NP,KodeS) 
call date ( i , i , iday) 

















!call Shift (NuiNP,NuaBP,NSeepD,Nu»SPD,NSeep,NSP,NP,hNew,Q,Kode, 
! KodeS,rTop,Width,KXB,hCritA,hCritS,SeepF,AtfflInF) 
call Dirlch(A,B,KODE,hNew,N W.HBAND,NmNPD,MBandD) 
call Solve !A,B,NWP,HBAND,Nu«NPD,NBandD) 





if ( (1a> I t . l e . l ) goto 460 
if ( dt.le.dtflin ! then 




Test for convergence 
i=0 
410 continue 
Epslon = abs ihNeK(i Î-hTenp(i)) 
if (Ep5lon.le.Tol .and. i.lt.NunNP) goto 410 
if (Epslon.gt.To! .and. Iter.le.MaxIt) then 





if (Epslon.gt.TOL .and. Iter.gt.Max») then 










t — end of iteration loop - -
460 continue 
t T-Level inforaation 
call TLlnf (NuiNP,NuiBP,Kode,Q,hNeH,CuigQ,Hidth,SHidth,KX8, 
1
 t,dt,TLBvelfShortF,TPrint(PLevel),IterfItCu«,rTopf 
! rRootjyüeanRthneanT^KeanRfhMeanG, AtmInF,SinkF) 
* P-Level inforaation 
if (abs(TPrint(PLeveD-t).lt.O.OOUdt) then 
call HOut (hNeM,X,Y,Nu»NP,t,IJ) 
call thOut (NMatD,NumNP,t,!J,Par,hNe»,X,Y,MatNun,thr,flxz,Dxz) 
if (FlusF) then 












t A-level inforaation 
if (abs(t-tAta).le.O.OOltdt .and. AtalnF) then 
call ALInf !t,CuaO,hHeanT,h!1eanR,hHeanG,ALevel) 
if (ALevel.It.MasAL) then 






t Root extraction 
i f (SiPkFî 
'call SetSnt (Nu«MF,Nu«HIPD,NHatD,Ni>tNun,hNBWfrRoot, 
Binl(JP0,P0pti,P2H,P2LlP3,r2Hlr2LlBet9,rLen» 
* Pressée heads for new time level 
do 47C i-t.NuiiNP 
hOld '-: l =hNew!i) 
hTesp!i!=hlte«<i) 
470 continus 
t Tjae governing 
i t (abstt-tMasUe.O.OOlldt) then 
call date(i,i,iday) 
call ti»e'ihours,ains,isec5,i) 
Rtine=idayt24.t60.+ihoors*60.+fflins+isecs/60. - Rtime 
Hrit?(70,t! 
write(70,t! 'Real tine E«in]',Rti« 
«rite! »,») 'Real time t«in] ' ,RtiM 
stop 
endif 







t -— end of time loop 
end 
t Source file INPUT2.F0R 

















call tine !ihours,sins,isecs,ihunds) 
call date (iyear,month,iday) 
Rti/5e=ihours*60.+Bins+i5ecs/60. 
do 10 i=1,1î 
KriteüU(i), 0 Hed 
writedUü), ») 
wnteÜU(i), »»'Program SHU II' 
writefIU(i),150) iday,month,iyear,ihours,mins 
if (AtnlnF) then 
write(IU(i),»)'Time dependent boundary conditions' 
else 
nrite(ILÎÎi),»)'Time independent boundary conditions' 
endif 
if (MT.eq.0) write(IU(il,100) 
if (KAT.eq.l) write(IU(i),110> 
if (KAT.eq.2) nrite«IU(i),120) 
»riteUUfi!,») 'Units: L = ',LUnit,', T = ',TUnit 
10 continue 
write(tj) '»»* ',Hed,' »It' 
if (KAT.eq.0) write(»,!00) 
if (KAT.eq.l) write«,110! 
if ÎKAT.eq.2) write«,120) 
nrite<50,140) MAHTJOL 
100 format (' Horizontal plane flow, V = L»L') 
110 format (' Axîsymmetric flow, V = L»L»L') 
120 format (' Vertical plane flow, V = L»L') 
140 format!/' Mas. number of iterations ',14/ 
! ' Pressure head tolerance [L3',F8.4/) 





subroutine Matin (NNatD,NHat,Nlay,Par,hTab!,hTabN) 
real \' 
dimension Par(20,NHatC!,Qe>7) 
data Qe /I.,.99,."0,,85,.75,.65,.50/ 
read (30, ») 
read (3C, t) 
read (30, t) NHat,Nlay,hTabl,hTabN,NPar 
hTabl=-a«in!( absthTabl) , abs(hTabN) ) 
hTabN=-a»axlt abs(hTabl) , abs(hTabN) ) 
read Ï30, ») 
nrite(5C,200) 
do 10 H=l,NHat 
read '30, *) (Parti,K),i=l,NPar) 
write!50,2IO) fl, (Parti,M),i=l,NPar> 
10 continue 
write!50,220) 
do 50 H=l,NMat 
writeîSO, ») 
do 40 i=l,I«ax 
h= FH( Qe(i),Par(l,H) ) 
K= FK( h,Parti,M! ) 
O FC! h,Parti,H) ) 




200 folate/' MatNuis, Para», array:'/) 
210 fomt(I5,BXf4f?.3f16E12.3) 













i f (hTabN.ne.hTabl) then 
dlh=( aloglO(-hTabN)-aloglO.'-hTabl) ]/(NTab-l) 




do 20 î1=l,H«at 
CcnSat(«)=FK(0.0,Par(l,K)) 
thr(N)=FB(-le25>Par(l,N).' 
do 10 i=l,NTab 
ConTab(i,W)=FKthTab!i!,Pari!,H!! 











read (30, I ) 
read (30, I) 
read (30, t) dt,dtMin,dtMax,D(1ul,DMul2,MPL 
read (30, t) 
read (30, ») (TPrint( i ! , i=l ,MPU 
Dt0pt=dt 















read!30, *) NSeep 
readHO, *) 
read;.30, t ) !NSP(i!,i=l,NSeep) 
read!3C, I! 
read!30, tl (Kode3!i!,i=!,NSeep) 
read(30, I) 





m m m m m m m t m m t t m m m m t m m t m m m m m m m t 





 P(NuiNPD) ,hTe*p(NuiiNPD) ,HatNu«!NuisNPD) ,Beta!Nu*NPD), 









r e a d ! " , « ! N,K00E(N/,SîN>,"/<N),P1 lN),fl(M},riatNi-B(NÎ,BBta(N), 
!ftszîM)fB'-,'2îN),Ds2(N) 
ÎF (N-L! 50,90,70 






















IF (L .LT. N) 50 TO 80 
90 NPR=N 
IF (L .LT. NUMNP) GO TO 20 




•J (CheckFî then 
write(50,210> 






200 format !2ï!0,4E15.é,ii0,4f7.3) 
210 format !////24H NODAL POINT INFORMATION //10H NODE NO.,6X,4HKDDE, 
'7X,3HX,R,12)(,3HY,ZtllX,5H.PSI.,12XJlH0/> 
230 format (' ERROR IN Nodlrt-f AT N=',I5) 
return 
end 
t t m m i m t m m t m t m m m m m m m t m m m m m m t m m t 









do 60 N=1,NUMEL 




IF !KX(NUM,4) ,EQ. 0) KX(NUM,4Î=KX(»UM,3) 
IF (HUH .EQ. N) GO TO 60 













ConAxx(N)=CAsx<cosfAng)»cos(Ang) + CAzz*sin!Ang!lsin(Ang) 
ConAzz(N)=CAx!:*sin(Ang)»5in(Ar,g) + CAzzlcos(Ang!lcos(Ang) 
ConAxz(N)=(CAxx-CAzz)»sin(Ang)tcos!Ans! 
80 continue 
if (CheckF) then 
irrite (50,100) 
do 90 N-1,NUBE1 
8-1? 





100 format (.'///"OH ELEMENT INFORMATION//' ELEMENT C O R N E R N 
' O D E S Confier Ccnfls* Conftzz LayNui'/) 
130 fornat ;I6,I9,3IÓ,Ei4.3,2F3.3,i5> 
return 
end 
t m t m m t m m m m m m m m i m m t m m m m m m m t m m 









do 10 i = l,4 
S»i dth.'1.5=0 
10 continue 
do 20 i=l,Nu*BF 
n=KX8(i) 
j=iäbs!Ktde<n>! 





t m t t m m m m m m m m t m m m m t m m m m m t m m m m 
subroutine fitiln (6HL0L,Sir.kF,q6KLP,tlnit,tMa-,AqhfBqKfhCritS, 
MavfiL) 
'.ogicsl SinkPfq6WLFfBu««yF 
read (31, »! 
read (31, *) 
read ( ' ! , V 
read (31, t) 
read (3!, V Si^F.üuffliP^.^WLF 
read (31, «> 
read (31, ») BW'.OL,Atjh,P.r.n 
read '31, »> 
read (31, * l tlnit.MaxAl 
read (3!, I ) 
read (31, S» hCritS 
read (31, t ) 
do 10 i=i,«s«AL-l 
read '31, t) 
10 continue 
read !3t, I ! Max 
rewind 3! 
do 20 i=l,12 






subroutine Sinkln (NuiMat.NusEl.NuiNP.NutElD.Kat.KX.K.y, 
! P0,P0pt»,P2H,P2L,f:3Jr2Hfr2LIBeta) 
dimension P0pt»(Nu«Kat),Beta(Nu»NP),KX«NuaElD,4;,x C«u«NP),y(NuBNP) 
read(33, *) 
reai(33, I ) 
r ead ' ' " , *) POlP2H,P2l.,P!,r2H,r2L 
'ead(33, t) 







do 200 N*1,KUBE1 
NUSM 
IF (KX(N,3> .EG. Kï!N,4)) NUS=3 














do 210 i=l,Nu«NP 




• 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8-14 
t Source f i l e EQUATI02.F0R ü ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 





 ConAxx,ConAz z, Confix z) 
logical Sir-kF 
double precision fi,B 
dimension fl!HBandD,NuBHPD»fB(Nu«MPî,B(Nu»NP),P(NuiNP>,PKHuitNP), 
1
 F (NueNP), Con (NusMP) ,Cap !»u»HP», X (MuiiNP», Y (!»u*MP), 
! KX(NuuElD,5),Confisx(NufflEl!,CDRAi:(Nui»£M,"Dnfl«(Nu0El!, 
! Kode!NuiiiNP»,E'3l3î,iLoc!3))Sink(NuiNP),CB!Nu*NP),Beta!NusNP) 





do 40 ï=ï,Mu»NP 
B(I! t*. 
F( I ) =0. 
DS(D=0. 




t Loop on elements 





i f (KX(N,3>.eq.WN,4;:- MUS=3 
I Loop on subelenents 










































E( 1,3) =CONDI tBI tBK+CONÜKt «BI*C»C+CI*BK) +COHDJKI *CK 






do HO i= l , 3 
iG=n(N, iLoc( i ) ) 
do 100 j=l,3 
j6=ntN,iLoc!j!) 
iB=iG-jG+l 





if (AreaR.gt.O.) hMeanR=ht1eanR/AreaR 
t Determine boundary fluxes 
do 240 N=l,NunNP 
if (Kode(N).LT.l) GO TO 240 
QN=B(N! + A(1,N)IP(N) + 0B(?J! 
do 230 J=2,t1Band 
K=N-J+1 
if !K ,LT. 1) goto 220 
QN=QN + A(J,K)tP!K) 
220 K = N + M 
if (K .GT. NuuNP) goto 230 




I Complete construction of RHS vector and for» effective «atri* 
do 310 I=l,NwNP 
B(I)=Q(I) - B(I) + F(n»PKI)/dt - DS(!) 






subroutine Dirich (A,B,KODEfPfNUMNPfHBAND,Nu«NPD,HBandO) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B 
DIMENSION AîMBandD,Nu«NFD),B(NUHNP),K0DE(NUI1NP),P!NU«NP) 
DO 70 N^!,NUNNP 
IF (KODE(N) .LT. 1) 60 TO 70 
DO 60 11=2, «BAND 
K=N-M+1 


















subroutine Solve JA,B,HUHNP,ft?AKC,Nu»HPD,WBandD) 
DIMENSION A ! MBandD, WursNPD ), 3 ( «UKMP ? 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C 
* Reduction 
DO 30 N -- 1,NUMNP 
DO 20 M=2,«BANP 
IF (A'M,N) .EQ.ft.i GO TO 20 
C = AIM,N)/A(1,N) 
! = N + H - 1 
IF (I .BT. NUMNP) GO TO 20 
J = 0 
DO 10 K = MjHBAND 
J = J + 1 
10 IF (A<K,N) .NE. 0.! A(J,I) = AU,I! - CtA(K.N) 
A(M,N) = C 
B(I) = BID - ft(N,N)*B(N) 
20 CONTINUE 
BIN) = B'N)/A(1,N) 
30 CONTINUE 
* Bock substitution 
N = NUMNP 
40 DC 50 K = 2,«BAND 
L = M + K - 1 
IF (L .ST. NUMNP) GO TO to 
50 IF (A(K,N) .NE. 0.) B<N>=B<M)-A(K,N)»B(L) 
60 N = N - 1 











I Modify conditions on seepage faces 
if iSeepF) then 
do 310 M.NSEEP 
ICHECIC=0 
NS=NSP!I! 
do 300 M , N S 
N=NP!I,J) 
if (KODEIN) .ne. -2) goto 280 
if (PIN) .It. 0.) ICHECK=1 




280 if (K0DE(N) .ne, 2! goto 300 
if !ICHECK .gt. 0) goto 290 
if UQ(N) .It. 0. .AND. KODES(I) .lt. C) .or. 







t Modify potential surface flu:; boundaries 
if (AtfflînF) then 
do 380 i=l,Nu«BP 
n=KXB(i) 
K=Kode(n) 
t Critical surface pressure on ... 
if (K.eq.4) then 






t Surface flux on ... 
if (K.eq.-4) then 




















hNeti (NURNP) , hOl d(NuiNP), MatNua (NusNP), Par (20, NNatD), 
Con (NuiNP), Cap (Nu*NP!, ConSat (Ntlat ) , 
ftxz (NuiNP), Bxz (NuaNP) ,Dxz (Nu(nNP) 
alhTbl=aloglO(-hTab<l)) 
dlh =( aloglO(-hTab(NTab})-alhTbt )/(HTab-l) 




i f ( hNw.ge.hTab(NTab) .and. hNx.it .hTabd) » then 
i7ab=int! ( aIogiO(-hNw>-alhTbl Wdlh H I 
dhi=hTab(iTab+l)-hTab(iTab) 
slape=< ConTab!iTab+l,M!-ConTab!iTab,H) )/dhi 
Con(i!=( ConTab(iTab,M)+slopet(hNw-hTab«iTab)) >tBxz(i> 
endif 
i f ! hNw.ge.hTab!!> .and. hNw.lt.O 
1
 .or. hNw.lt.hTab(NTab) ) Con!i)=FK(hNN,ParU,M>>»Bxz(i) 
Cap(i > =0 
hHean=!hNex(i)+h01d(i!)/2/Axz'i) 
i f ( hflean.ge.hTab(NTab) .and. hNean.lt.hTabU) > then 
iTab=int( ( aloglO(-hHean)-alhTbl >/dlh '+1 
dh i =hTab(i Tab+1)-hTab ( i Tab) 
slope=<CapTab<iTab+l,n)-CapTab(iTab,H;)/dhi 
Capfi! = (CapTabMTabfm+slopet«hKean-hTab(iTab)))tDxzli)/AxzU) 
endif 
i f ( hKean.ge.hTab(l) .and. hHean.lt.O 
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subroutine Mont (dt,dtMax,dt0pt,DMul,DHul2,dtHin, 
! ITER,tPrint,tAU,t,tHax) 
tFix=a»inl(tPrint,tAti,tMax) 
i f <ITER.le.3.and.(tFix-t).ge.DHultdt0pt) 
!dtOpt=a»inl( dtfla ,^DMul tdtOpt ) 
if (ITER.ge.7) 
!dtOpt=aiaxl( dtHin,DI1ul2»dt0pt ) 
dt=a»inl! dtOpt,tFix-t ) 




subroutine SetAtn (tAt«i,rTop,rRoot,hCritA,Width,KXB,NuiBP, 
! Kode,P,9,Nu»NP,Aqh,Bqh,GNL0L,qS&ILF) 
legi cal qGWLF 
dimension Width(NumBP),KXB(Nu«BP),KDDE(NuiNP),P(Ni«NP),OINuiiNP) 







do 10 i=l,Nu*BP 
rt=KXB(i> 
K=Kcde!n) 





if (K.eq. 3) P(n)--hGWL 
if (K.eq.-3) then 
if (qGWLF) then 














t Source f i le IWTERIA2.F0R !!! 




















Qeer=ClQee»Qr + C2Qee 
Qees=ClQee*Qs + C20ee 
0eek=ClBee*Qk + C2Qee 
if (Oa.lt.Br) Hr=-l/Alfat(Beer*l(-J/i)-l)t»(l.'n) 
Hs=d«nl( OdO , -l/Alfa*<Qees»(-l/i»)-t)»*<l/n> I 
Hk=dninl' Hs , -l/Alfa*(Qeek»*H/n)-imU/n) ) 
if ( h.gt.Hr .and. h.le.Hk ) then 
0=Qa+(B»-Oa)»(l+(-Alfa*h)»n)«(-») 
9ee=C13eetQ + C29ee 
if (Qeer.gt.O) 
! FF0r=( 1 - QeerltC/»! >»a 
FFQ =! 1 - Qee » u / o ! > « • 
FFQk=( 1 - Qeekttd/i) ) t U 
ClQe=l/(0s-0r) 
C20e=-Qr/(fl5-Qr) 
Qe = ClQelQ + C20e 
Bet= C10e*Qk+ C2Ge 




if ( h.gt.Hk .and. h.lt.Hs ) then 
Kr=d-Kk/K5)/(Hs-Hk)*(h-Hs) + l 
FK=Ks*Kr 
endif 
if ! h.ge.Hs ) FK=Ks 



















Geer=C10ee»3r + C2Qe,? 
Qees'ClGeetQs + C2Qee 
if (Oa.lt.Qr) Hr»-l/ftHat(Oeertt(-l/«!-l)»(l/n! 
Hs=dainl( OdO , -l/Alfat(8ees*t(-l/*!-!>tt(l/n) ) 





if (h.ge.Hs) FC=0.0 
if (h.le.Hr) FC=0.0 
return 
end 
m m m m m m m t t m m t t m m m m m m m t m m m m t m m 














Qeer=ClQeetBr + C2Qee 
Qee5=ClQeetQs + C20ee 
if (Qa.lt.Qr) Hr=-l/Alfat(Qeerlt(-|/m)-l>lt(l/n) 
Hs=dainli OdO , -l/AIfa*(Oees«(-l/B>-l)*t(l/n) I 





if (h.ge.Hs) FQ=Qs 
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do 10 i=!,NuinNP 









real function FAHa (TPot,h,P0,Pl,P2H,P2L,P3,r2H,r2L) 
i f (TPot.lt.r2L) P2=P2L 
if (TPot.gt.r2H) P2=P2H 
i f ((TPot.ge.r2L).and.!TPot.le.r2H)! 
'P2=P2H+ !r2H-TPot)/(r2H-r2L)»(P2L-P2H) 
FAlfa=0.0 
i f ((h.gt.P3).and.(h.lt.P25) FAlfa=(h-P3)/(P2-P3) 
if <(h.ge.P2).and.(h.le.Pl)) FAlfa=1.0 




» Source f i le 0UTPUT2.F0R ! ! ! ! ü ü ü ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!! ü ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
subroutine TLIn-f !NuiNP,Nu»BP,Kode,Q,P,Cu»Q,»idth,SMidth,KXB, 
! t , dt, TLevel, Shor tF, TPri nt, I ter, I tCuii, r Top, 
1












do 10 i = Î, KufltBP 
n=KXB(ü 
j*iabs!Kode(n)) 









i f (TLsveî.eq.l! then 



















if (AtmlnFl then 
write(t,150! t)!terIItCu«1Cu»Q!4),Cu(iQ(l),Cu*Q(3), 
I hMean C4) ,hMean r t ), hflean (3) 
else 




104 foraat!//' TLevel Time dt Iter ItCu«'/) 
105 fcriatC A H aean fluxes !v> are positive out of the region'// 
!' Tine rAt» rRoot vAt» vRoct vKode3', 










!' ET] EL/T] EL/TI EL/T] EL/T] CL/TI', 
!' CL/T] 
106 foriïatt// 
!' Time hKodel 
" hSeep 
!' CT] E CL] EL] EL] 
" ELI'/) 
107 formate All cumulative mean specific amounts (CuciO) ire', 
" positive out of the region'// 
" Time CuiQAP CuaQRP CumQA CUIBQP CumQ3', 
" CumOl CuaQS t-level*/ 
!' CT] CL] CL] CL3 EL] Ell', 









subroutine ALInf (t,CumQ,hMesnT,hllearFl,MleanG,ALevel) 
integer ALevel 
dimension Cu»ß(20) 
if (ALevel.eq.l) write(72,100) 
nrite(72,110) t,Cum9(ll),Cu«0!12)',Cumfl(4),CumQ(13)lCumQ(3), 
! hHeanT,hMeanR, hdeanS, ALevel 
100 formate All cumulative mean specific amounts (CumQ) are', 
!' positive out of the region'// 
!' Time CumQAP CumSRP 
!' CumB3 hAtm hRoot 
"' ET] EL] EL] 










do 30 n=l,NumNP 
k=k+l 





















subroutine thOut ïNMatD,Kü»NP,t,IJ,Par,hNen,X,Y,MatNu», 
1
 thr,fl!<:,Dxz> 
dimension hNew(Nu«Np),XtNusiNP),YlNuiNP),Par(20,Nh*atD), th( 16), 




do 30 n=l,NusNP 
k=k+l 
Ha=HatHc»!R) 
th(k)=thr(BcHD:;:(n)t! FG(hNew(n!/flxz(n),Parn,Ha))-thr<Na> ) 
if( t.eq.mir.OfIJ, 10> .or. n.eq.lteN» ) then 






50 foruatf//' Time t»',f!2,y »»*'/.' 









do 30 nM.NuiNP 
k=k+l 







0^ format(/," Tine * t r , f ! 2 . 4 , ' ttt'll 




















if (KX(e,3).eq.KX(e,4)) NCorn=3 




do 10 i=l,NCorn 
XB=XB+X( KX(e,i) )/NCorn 





























i f ( iB.eq.«n0(!IJ-l) , lC) .or. e.eq.NuaEl ) then 
writetBl.HO! iEB.xB.zB,!vZ8uff(n),n=l,iB) 




100 fo '»at ! / r Time »»$', '12.4,' ttt'll 
! ' e x(e) zle) vz(e) vz(e+l) . . . ' / ) 
8-2B 
105 hr»iU/f' Tine U » ' , f l 2 . 4 , ' I I » ' / / 
1
 e yle) zie) nie) 




m m m m m m m m t m m m m m m m m m m m m m m t t m 



















de ?OC N=l,Nu«EI 
Lay=layNuiü(N) 
NÜS=4 
IF (KX!N,3) .EG. KXÎN,*)) Hl!S=3 
do 120 l>l,!ä!JS-2 

















th,^t.hrfl1J! + !F3!hOïd'JV/t/ziJ!,Par(l,!1J))-thr(HJ))*Dxz(J) 





S.jfîCr>a!Lv/)=SubCha(La/) + (VNei*E-V01dE)/dt 





do 210 Lay=l,NLay 
hNean'Lay) =hl1ean (Lay)/Area (Lay) 
ATot=ATot+Area(Lay) 
210 continue 
i f (PLevel.eq.l) Nrite(80,315) 
t*rite!30,320) t , ( i,i=l,NLay) 
nrite«80,325> flTot, ! Area!i!,i=l,NLay) 
write(30,330) Voiuae,(SubVol(i),i=l,NLay> 
write(B0,340) Change,(SubCha(i),i=l,NLay) 
write(80,350) ! hMeanîi),i=l,MLay) 
315 fo'iHt!/' Time [T] Total Sub-region nunber ...') 
320 fonsat!' '12.1, 12x, 10(I7,4x)) 
325 fermât' ' bru [V] ',ell.3,10ell.3! 
330 format! ' Volume [VI ',el1.3,lOet1.3) 
340 fomat' ' InFlow [V/T] ',ell.3,10ell.3) 








! thr(NHatDi, Auz!Nu»NP),Dxz(NuaNP) 
w r i t e ( 7 ? , ! 0 0 ) t 
fie 10 i=l,Nu«BP 
n=KXBCi': 
Ka=«3t.Nu«(n) 
th=thr(naHDïz(n)t( FQ(hNew!n),Parti,IIa!) - thr(Ha) ! 
v=-Q!n) Width (i) 
write!79,110! i,n,x!n),y(n!,Kode(n),Q(n),v,hNew(n),th 
10 continue 
100 format!//' Tine:', f l2.4// 
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